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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1 Dissertation organization 
The thesis consists of two related papers. The first develops an estimation technique, termed the 
Adjusted Quasi Maximum Likelihood Estimation,(AQMLE) that removes asymptotic bicis in an estima­
tor obtained by maximization of an approximation to the likelihood for the true model. The second 
paper applies the method to a particular situation of practical interest, where its finite sample behavior 
is investigated and compared to conventional estimators in a simulation study. General conclusions are 
summarized after the second paper. 
2 Introduction 
The proposed AQMLE offers an alternative to classical methods of estimation, such as maximum 
likelihood estimation (MLE), when they are difficult to apply, or have other undesirable properties. .\n 
.\Q.MLE results from an adjustment to a quasi maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE). The QMLE is 
given by maximization of a quasilikelihood, corresponding to a convenient approximation to the true 
model (•'working"' model). For a suitable choice of the working model, the QMLE offers substantial 
practical advantage in situations where not enough is known about the true model to completely specify 
a likelihood function, or evaluation of the MLE for the true model is not feasible due to e.xcessive 
computational demands. Under suitable regularity conditions, the QMLE has an asymptotic normal 
distribution, but it may not be a consistent estimator for the parameter of interest. The AQ.MLE makes 
an adjustment to the QMLE to remove the asymptotic bias, yielding a consistent estimator with an 
asymptotic normal distribution. 
The construction of an AQMLE is essentially a two step procedure. On the first step a QMLE is 
used as a summary of the information in the data about the parameter of interest. On the second 
step, an adjustment for the asymptotic bias of the QMLE is made to produce the .\QMLE. .\side from 
the computational implications, this two step approach has a practical advantage of possible use for 
adjustment of archived or published results, obtained as QMLE's from simplified working models, even 
if the original data are not accessible. 
.\nother attractive feature of the AQMLE is that it can be extended to situations involving nui­
sance parameters, offering further computational simplifications and a means of avoiding numerical 
and statistical problems associated with high dimensional optimization. A semiparametric version of 
this approach requires only partial model specification. This can be useful in many practical situa­
tions, where complete knowledge of the correct model is lacking. The pseudo adjusted quasi ma.timum 
likelihood estimator (PAQMLE), produced by these extensions, has properties similar to those for the 
.\Q.VILE, but the limiting variance of the PAQMLE is inflated to account for the estimation of nuisance 
parameters. 
The mechanics of the AQMLE are illustrated by several simple examples, which also explore asymp­
totic efficiency of the estimator relative to the MLE for the true model. It is shown that the relative 
efficiency of the AQMLE depends on the correlation between the score function for the true model and 
the quasiscore function of the simplified working model. This provides a guideline for choosing the 
working model that provides the QMLE. 
In the second paper, we consider a situation of a substantial practical interest in analytical chem­
istry, environmental monitoring and other fields where the determination of quantities of interest (e.g. 
concentrations of some chemical substances) are subject to both random measurement error and cen­
soring related to detection limits. As an example, we consider the situation where the variation in 
the actual concentration of a chemical substance across samples follows a lognormal distribution, but 
the observation is subject to an additive, random measurement error associated with the measurement 
process. The random measurement error is assumed to be independent of the actual concentration and 
have a zero mean normal distribution. Consequently, the observed value for a concentration is a sum of 
the actual concentration and an independent measurement error and its distribution is a convolution of 
the two components. Furthermore, numerical values are only reported if the observations exceed some 
known detection limit c > 0, otherwise, the observation is reported as "less than c". .Ma.ximum likeli­
hood estimation, although conceptually straightforward, is numerically difficult and rarely used. There 
are no explicit formulas for either the loglikelihood or its derivatives. Separate numerical integrations 
must be performed for each observation, which becomes an overwhelming tcisk for large sample sizes. 
.-Vn ad hoc solution, that is widely used, simply ignores the presence of the measurement error and 
obtains a QMLE for the parameters of the lognormal distribution of concentrations by maximizing a 
left censored lognormal quasilikelihood e%'aluated at the observed concentrations. The asymptotic bias 
of this QMLE depends on the level of left censoring, measurement error variance, and the true values 
of the lognormal parameters. 
A simulation study was performed to examine the effects of parameter values, level of censoring, and 
sample size on the finite sample bias, variance and the mean squared error (MSE) of both the QMLE 
and the AQMLE. The MLE for the true model was also computed for one of the smaller sample sizes 
to provide a benchmark for evaluation of the other estimators. 
The MLE was computed with two methods. One uses standard numerical integration and the other 
uses a discretization of the error distribution to simplify the calculations. The second method achieves 
a reduction in computing time, without any noticeable loss of accuracy, particularly in cases with small 
measurement error variance. 
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CHAPTER 2: ADJUSTED QUASI MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
ESTIMATION 
A paper prepared for submission to Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Series B 
Marek Brabec 
1 Introduction 
Maximum likelihood estimation occupies a very important position in statistical inference, provid­
ing asymptotically optimal estimators under rather general conditions, but practical considerations 
may prevent its feasible implementation. For instance, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) may 
be computationally too difficult to evaluate, or there are complicating nuisance parameters, or lack 
of knowledge prevents specification of the true likelihood. In such cases there is a need to consider 
estimators derived from alternative estimating functions [8], [9]. A quasi maximum likelihood estima­
tor (QMLE), for example, can be obtained by maximizing an incorrect likelihood corresponding to a 
convenient approximation to the correct model. The mean squared error (MSE) efficiency of a QMLE. 
relative to the MLE, will depend on "how well the simplified model approximates the true situation". 
Under quite weak regularity conditions, the QMLE converges almost surely to a particular parameter 
value and it has an asymptotic normal distribution [20], but it may not be a consistent estimator for the 
parameter of interest. Our main objective is to develop a procedure for obtaining a consistent estimator 
by adjusting the QMLE to remove its asymptotic bias. This results in a consistent, asymptotically 
normal estimator that is relatively easy to evaluate. 
The classical paper by Huber [11] inspired a number of studies on the robustness of MLE's with 
respect to model misspecification. White. [20] derives asymptotic properties ofQMLE's under conditions 
that are more restrictive but easier to verify than those in [11]. His results provide both an interpretation 
of the Q.MLE and a means of assessing potential dangers, such as the possible inconsistency of such 
estimators. .-\n expanded treatment of the subject appears in [21]. 
If an approximate model provides a convenient quasilikelihood, yielding parameter estimates that 
are consistent under the correct model, one might use the approximation as a "'working model" and 
inquire about the efficiency of the resulting QMLE relative to the MLE based on the correct model. If 
the incurred loss of efficiency is not large, the QMLE might be preferred with regard to convenience 
and feasibility. This idea motivates the use of quasilikelihood functions in the generalized linear models 
context [17], when the quasilikelihood is a likelihood of some model embedded in a larger family of 
models satisfying certain conditions [2]. 
Our developments are motivated by a somewhat different problem, that occasionally arises in prac­
tice. when maximum likelihood estimation is not a feasible option, but the data generating mechanism 
is approximately described by a widely used "working" model under which the parameters of interest 
retain their meaning and the QMLE is easily evaluated. When the QMLE satisfies regularity conditions 
of the type in [20], it has a limiting normal distribution, but it may converge almost surely to a "wrong" 
quantity that is only implicitly related to the true values of the parameters of interest. 
The situation raises some important practical issues. Can undesirable properties of the QMLE be 
improved, without destroying its acceptable features? What use can be made of estimates of nuisance 
parameters, external to the QMLE? Finally, how should inferences be made from the working model 
when some features of the correct model are either unknown or unspecified? 
We will develop an improvement that removes asymptotic bias of the QMLE through an adjustment 
procedure. The resulting estimator, which we call an adjusted quasi maximum likelihood estimator 
(AQMLE), is consistent and asymptotically normal under conditions similar to those used to establish 
the asymptotic normality of the QMLE and the MLE. Once the asymptotic bias is removed, the efficiency 
of the .A.QMLE relative to the MLE can be considered. Although this is of little direct practical interest 
when the MLE cannot be evaluated, it can provide a basis for choosing among several quasilikelihoods 
or making comparisons with other alternative estimators. 
We are particularly interested in the case, when the true model arises as a (more realistic) refinement 
of a simple model by embedding the simple model in a larger family. The simple model possesses easily 
solvable likelihood equations, while the more realistic and complicated model lacks these features. 
The qufisiscore evaluated at the QMLE is used to summarize the information in the data in the first 
step. Then, it is adjusted for asymptotic bias in the second step of our procedure. Later we explore 
modifications for dealing with nuisance parameters and incomplete specification of the true model. 
Some generalizations to other types of estimating functions are also suggested. 
.-V detailed description of the general problem is given in 2. This is used to develop necessary notation 
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and describe the general (regularity) conditions used in subsequent sections. The first subset of these 
conditions, reviewed in 3, is sufficient to assure asymptotic properties of the QMLE. They form the 
starting point of our developments. Using several additional conditions, the idea of adjusting the QMLE 
to remove its asymptotic bias is introduced in 4.1. Properties of the resulting adjusted quasi msLximum 
likelihood estimator (AQMLE) are derived in 4.2 and efficiency is discussed in 4.3. The .\QMLE 
estimation is amended by approximate tests in 4.4. Some illustrative examples are presented in section 
•5. The AQMLE is generalized to a pseudo AQMLE (PAQMLE) in order to handle nuisance parameters 
in 6.1. .Additional approaches of the PAQMLE type are considered in 6.2, where certain nonparametric 
extensions of the working model approximation to the true model are allowed. The fle.xibility of the 
approach is further increased in section 7 by considering more general estimating equations, yielding a 
quasi-estimate (QE) that serves as a data summary and is later adjusted to an asymptotically unbiased 
.A.QE. .\ brief summary is presented in section 8 along with some suggestions for further developments. 
2 Notation, definitions, and general conditions 
The QMLE provides a starting point for the adjustment procedure developed in later sections. In 
this section, we will list conditions that are sufficient to establish asymptotic properties of the QMLE 
and a few additional conditions used for the derivation of the adjustment. Necessary notation and 
definitions are introduced along the way. The listed conditions help to define the scope of our problem 
and will be referred to as general (regularity) conditions. They will be assumed to hold in the subsequent 
sections of this paper, with additions and modifications introduced as needed. 
We will be interested in the following situation. 
C 1 An i.i.d. sample of random variables Zy ...Zn from a distribution with cdf Fz,ea available. 
Here. Fz„ denotes the distribution for the true model. We will generally use the inde.x "0" to denote 
the true value of the parameter and other features of the true distribution, such as expectations. 
Furthermore, we will use interchangeably Fzo = Fz,ea or ^z,eo ^ind Ezo-
C 2 The parametric family that contains the distribution of the observations is denoted by {Fz,9 '• 0 € 
0} with Fz s ~ for all 6 E Q, for some cr-finite measure A on 3?. The family of densities with respect 
to A IS 
Z  =  { f z . e ( z ) : 9 € e } .  
representing the correct form of the model. 
Our interest is in cases where f z , e { = )  is difficult to evaluate (e.g. when it has to be obtained by 
numerical integration). Consequently, both the correct loglikelihood for a sample of n observations 
Iz.a = J2^os{fzA=i)) 
1=1 
and the corresponding score vector 
are increasingly costly to evaluate as n increases, making maximum likelihood estimation practically 
impossible for larger samples. We will assume 2 can be approximated by a commonly accepted working 
model, y, that provides an estimator of 9 that is relatively easy to evaluate. 
C 3 With FY,e ~ for all 6 £ Q and densities /y,9(c) with respect to A. the working model J' = 
{fv.ai-) '• ^ € 0} IS an approximation to the correct model Z, where the "physical meaning" of the 
parameters 6 is the same for both y and 2. 
The working model provides a quasi loglikelihood 
n 
=  Y , ^ o g { f y , e ( = i ) )  
1=1 
and a quasiscore function 
•^,9(2) = (•5y.9(z)i • • .5yg(z)p)' = Vglysiz) 
which are easily evaluated, even for large n, leading to an easily obtainable QMLE. 
Definition I The quasi maximum likelihood estimator, (QMLE), denoted by On satisfies 
=max/yg. 
9€0 
The following regularity conditions are sufficient to assure an asymptotic normal distribution for the 
QMLE. They resemble conditions, commonly assumed for maximum likelihood estimation. 
C 4 0 js a compact subset of a p-dimensional Euclidean space and Oq £ 0°. 
We will denote the interior of a set by the superscript 0. Greek letters will be used to denote 
p a r a m e t e r s ,  l i k e  9 .  I n  c a s e  o f  a  v e c t o r  p a r a m e t e r ,  i t s  ^ - t h  c o m p o n e n t  w i l l  b e  d e n o t e d  b y  0 j .  
The quasi likelihood is required to be sufficiently smooth, as well as its expectation computed imder 
the correct model. 
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C  5  For z  =  1 . .  -  p ,  there exist functions mY.i, square integrable with respect to Fz„, such that 
I^l0g(/l',8(-))| < TnY,i(=) 
for all 9 ^ Q. Furthermore, second partial derivatives g f g g  l°g(/y,9(-)) ''J = l...p exist and are 
continuous in E 0, for almost all z, and there exist functions mY,ij, integrable with respect to Fz„, 
such that 
l^Hi.ryA=m<">r.u 
for all 9 £ Q. 
The Kullback-Leibler information criterion, [15] will be used as a measure of discrepancy between 
two distributions. 
Definition 2 The Kullback-Leibler information criterion. (KLIC), for random variables Z and 
Y. that have densities with respect to a dominating measure A is defined as 
K f z  - f Y )  : =  E z  fv 
Its meaningful existence is assured by the following two conditions: 
C 6 There exists a function my, integrable with respect to Fzo. such that 
llogf/r.ffl-))! < r n Y ( z )  
for all 9 €&. and Ez,g„\\og{fz,ao)\ exists. 
This will enable us to consider the problem of finding the "closest approximation" to the correct 
model provided by a model from the >' family. The following "identifiability" condition is imposed in 
this context. 
C 7 There exists a unique 9. G 0°, such that 
tifz.Ba '• fv.B.) = mialifz.eo • fv.t) 
From C 5. we have a meaningful definition of the p x p matrix 
r r -  d l o g { f Y . B { Z ) ) d \ o g { f Y . B ( Z ) ) ,  
sm gj; gjT 
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with sample version 
B n  [ 6 )  ^  ^  l o g ( / r , t f  ( - f c ) )  ^  l o g l / v . f l ( ; f e ) ) } •  
We denote the p x p matrix of expectations of the second partial derivatives of the quasi logiikelihood 
as 
The 0\, $2 notation distinguishes between the two vector arguments corresponding to parameter vectors 
in the true and approximate models, respectively. For short, we will write A(6) = A(6o,0). The 
corresponding sample version is 
Then, a non degenerate asymptotic normal distribution for the QMLE is assured by 
C 8 B { 6 . )  i s  n o n s i n g u l a r ,  n e g a t i v e  d e f i n i t e .  
and 
C 9 A { 6 . )  I S  n o n s i n g u l a r ,  n e g a t i v e  d e f i n i t e .  
Some additional conditions on the densities for the correct model will be needed for the asymptotic 
bias adjustment procedure. 
C 10 Partial derivatives ^log(/^,s(;)) i = I...p exist and are continuous in 0 E 0, for almost all 
and there emst functions mz i, square integrable w.r.t. Fzo, such that 
for all 0 6 0-
There is a neighborhood of Oq and a function r(z). square integrable w.r.t. Fzo- such that 
for all 0 in the neighborhood. 
These conditions, in connection with C 5 and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, assure both a mean­
ingful definition and the continuity of the mapping from a neighborhood of {6q. 6',) to •Rp given by 
10 
H { e i , e o )  : =  E z j . S ' Y S ^ .  ( 1 )  
We will also define the p x p matrix 
J(e,,e.) := {-^Ez,,S\rg^(Z)i\t=e,} (2)  
in an appropriate {6q,6',) neighborhood. 
We will need to impose certain local smoothness conditions on H for developments presented in the 
next section. 
C 11 In a neighborhood of [6^,9',), both ond -^({(01,92) are continuous and differenti­
ation can be passed under the integral sign to obtain 
We will also need 
C 12 J [ 9 a .  9 . )  is nonsingular. 
Using C 10, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and a corollary to the dominated convergence theorem 
from [3], it is seen that C 11 holds when the preceding conditions are strengthened in the following way: 
I. dominating functions my,,, m^,,- from C 5, C 10, are required to have finite fourth moment under 
2. dominating functions my.ij from C 5 are required to be square integrable with respect to Fzo-
•Another possibility to achieve C 11 is to strengthen C 10 by requiring the existence of a constant, 
bounding the ratio in a neighborhood of 9o. i.e. r(z) = r. 
Results like consistency and asymptotic normality, which we will discuss later, hold for a subset of 
0. for which the conditions hold. 
• ^ H ( 9 , , 9 o )  =  J ( 9 i , e 2 )  
^ H i 9 : J . ) = A ( e , , 9 2 ) .  
Fz.-
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3 Review of asymptotic properties of the QMLE 
Conditions C I, C 3, C 4, C 5, C 6, C 7, C 8, C 9, are essentially the sanne as conditions A1-A6 
of White [20]. Our C 9 is slightly stricter than White's A6c. Also, in order to simplify conditions for 
the derivation of the adjustment to remove asymptotic bias, A equivalence is added to C 3 and C 2 to 
avoid changing support problems, and C 2 is stricter than Al. Hence our general conditions imply the 
situation under which [20] showed the following asymptotic properties the QMLE: 




C { 9 ) : = A { e ) - ' B { 6 ) A { e ) - ' .  (5) 
Furthermore. 
C n i L )  =  A n i e n ) - ' B „ ( 9 „ ) A n i 9 „ r '  ^  C { 9 . )  a.s. (6) 
In [20], C 4. C 5. and C 6 are imposed on the quasi loglikelihood to establish almost sure convergence 
of n'^lyg and its derivatives, uniformly in 0, to the corresponding expected quantities. Then. C 7 is 
used to obtain (3) and (6) and to establish the almost sure convergence of the remainder term in the 
quasi loglikelihood expansion. The later is used to establish (4). Intermediate results use Lemmas 2. 3 
of [12], Lemmas 3, 4 of [1] and the following theorem, attributed to .Mickey [12]. 
Assume -V is a Euclidean space and 0 is a compact subspace of a Euclidean space. Let g{i,9) be a 
continuous function of 9 for all x and a measurable function of x for each 0. .4/so assume |5(x. 0)| < /i(jr) 
for all X and 9. where h is inlegrable with respect to a cdf F on A'. Let A'l ... A'n be an i.i.d. sample 
from F. then for almost every sequence {A",} 
- f ^ 3 ( X i . 9 )  f  g ( x , 9 ) d F ( x )  
" 1=1 •' 
uniformly for all 9 E Q. 
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4 Adjusted quasi maximum likelihood estimator and its properties 
4.1 Adjustment to the QMLE estimator 
Consider what happens, when an estimation procedure is based on an incorrect likelihood. In partic­
ular, the correct model Z is approximated by a simpler "working" model y in which parameters retain 
their "meaning", k practically important situation arises when the correct model is too cumbersome 
to work with and a simpler working model is used for computational convenience, although the working 
model may be preferred for other reasons as illustrated in [18], [19]. The working model y provides 
a quasi ma.ximum likelihood estimator (QMLE) for B. Because of some of the desirable asymptotic 
properties the QMLE possesses, it is appealing to think of the Q.MLE as an easily obtainable, low-
dimensional summary of the information that the data provide about the parameter of interest, Q. 
From (3) we see that the QMLE converges almost surely to B.. Except for special cases. B. ^ 
^0, however, and the QMLE has asymptotic bias B, — Bq. In this section we overcome this problem 
by adjusting the QMLE to remove the asymptotic bias. The resulting estimator, called an adjusted 
qucisi maximum likelihood estimator (AQMLE), is relatively easy to evaluate and retains convenient 
asymptotic properties of the QMLE. 
The expectation of the quasiscore under the correct form of the model, defined in (1) will be used 
in the adjustment development. First, note that B. has to be a solution of 
H(Bo,B) = Ez.BoS'y,B =0, \nBe 6°. (7) 
Conditions C 9, C 11, and C 12 guarantee that the assumptions of both the implicit function theorem 
[13] and inverse function theorem are satisfied and there are neighborhoods Ny{9a) and M^iB.) on which 
we have a unique, continuously difFerentiable 1-1 mapping T~' : jVi(0o) —y NniB.). satisfying 
H ( t . T - ^ ( t ) ) = 0 .  h r t E  N ( B o ) .  (8) 
The inverse mapping T  is well defined on N 2 ( B . ) ,  with a nonsingular p x p Jacobian matri.xof continuous 
partial derivati%'es. In later sections, even without mentioning it explicitly, we will always restrict 9 to 
lie in an appropriate neighborhood of B., where the T mapping is assured to be a difFeomorphism. We 
will use DgT(0] to denote the Jacobian matrix, where the [i.j] component is the partial derivative of 
i-th component of the T mapping with respect to the j-th component of the argument (simplifying to 
an ordinary derivative for a function of one variable and the transpose of the gradient for a function of 
several variables). Then we have 
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D , T { e )  =  - J { T [ e ) , e ) - K A [ T ( 9 ) , 9 ) ,  for 9  G (9) 
where the J  matrix is defined in (2). In particular, D g T ( 9 . )  ~  — J [ 9 q , 9 . ) ~ ^ A [ 6 q , 0 , ) .  
Based on these considerations, we can derive an adjustment to the QMLE that removes the asymp­
totic bias by modified use of (7) , namely by finding a solution to 
H[ e ,0. ) = Q ,  m9 € e ° .  (10)  
Under our regularity conditions, the implicit and inverse function theorems guarantee a unique solution 
to (10). at least locally, in Mi(Oq). 
Obviously, (10) cannot be used directly since the value of 9. is not known. The QMLE, provides 
an estimator for 6. with properties (3) and (4), however. Substituting for 6. in (10), we can implicitly 
define the needed adjustment. 
Defiiiition 3 The adjusted qufisi meiximiiin likelihood estimator. (AQMLE), denoted by 9,\_n-
IS the solution to 
H ( e J r , )  =  0 .  i n  9  e e ° ,  ( i i )  
provided that a unique solution exists. 
If there is no solution to (11), we will take 9^ n = ^ n- If the solution to (11) is not globally unique, we 
will formally take the solution that is closest to a consistent estimator of Oq. 
From (3), it follows that P { 9 n  ^ N 2 ( 6 . ) , i . o . )  = 0. For 9 „  6 N 2 ( 9 . )  the AQMLE exists and 
9^ „ = T[9n)- Because of this, we will occasionally write and T{9n) interchangeably. 
4.2 Properties of the AQMLE estimator 
The following asymptotic properties of the AQMLE are derived from the QMLE asymptotic prop­
erties (3), (4). (6), the bias-adjusting mapping [T) properties discussed in 4.1 and the delta method. 
The strong consistency of the AQMLE follows from the continuity of T and (3): 
Result 1 (Consistency) 
9A.n 9o a.s.. (12) 
Using (3). (4). the fact that T has a continuous nonsingular Jacobian matrix, and the delta method, 
wo obtain the asymptotic normal distribution of the AQMLE: 
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Result 2 (Asymptotic normality) 
-^O) 4-iVp(0,V-) (13) 
where 
V  =  j { e o , e . ) - '  B ( e . ) { j ( e o , 9 . ) - ' ) ' .  (14) 
This is because 
V  =  D a T ( 0 . ) C ( 0 . } ( D s T ( 0 . ) y  
= - j ( T ( 0 . } , 0 . r ' A ( 0 . ) A - ' ( d . ) B ( 0 . ) A - ' ( d . } i - j ( T i d . ) , 0 . r K - \ ( 0 . ) y  
=  j ( T i 0 . ) , d . r ' B ( d . } ( j ( T ( 0 . ) , 9 . r ' y  
=  j ( 0 o j . r ^ B ( d . } ( j i 0 o , 0 . r ' y  (15) 
A consistent estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix is provided by the next result. 
Result 3 
This follows from B n { 6 n )  —>• B { 6 . )  a.s., [20] and the continuity of J  from C 11. 
These results rely only on the existence of the first partial derivatives of the T mapping and their 
continuity, which follow from the continuity of the first partial derivatives of H. If H is sufficiently 
smooth, the e.xpansions and subsequent analysis can be extended to higher order terms because the T 
mapping is locally as smooth as in a neighborhood of [6]. 
4.3 Efficiency 
Because of the well known asymptotic optimality of the MLE, [8], we will define the .\Q.MLE 
efficiency by comparing its asymptotic variance to the asymptotic variance of the MLE, the Cramer-
Rao lower bound. For this, we assume that conditions C 5, C 6, C 8, and C 9 hold when fy,e(:) is 
replaced by and that Ez.bS^b can be differentiated under the integral sign. Then the MLE is 
consistent and asymptotically normal with variance matrix given by the inverse of the Fisher information 
matrix (/^(0)~'). 
If 6* is a scalar (i.e. p = 1), we define the (asymptotic) efficiency of the .\QMLE as 




=  J H e o , T - \ e o ) ) B - ' { T - \ 9 o ) ) r z H 0 o ) .  ( i 7 )  
Noting that 
J{eo,T-\eo}) = Ez^S'y^e.iSleJ = CovzJSir,^, S^J, (18) 
it follows that 
effiido) = 77 
^'arzo (S^z.So) ^  '"•^0 ) 
= iCorrz„(Sis.,Si^,sJ)-. (19) 
Hence, we have the following result: 
Result 4 The (asymptotic) efficiency of the AQMLE for a scalar parameter is the square of the corre­
lation coefficient between the quasiscore and the true score Sz g„-
The efficiency measures the "closeness"^ between the correct model and its approximation or "projection" 
into J' in a natural and intuitive way. 
If there is more than one quasilikelihood to consider, this result provides a criterion for choosing 
among them, .\side from computational considerations, a quasilikelihood that provides the quaiscore 
which maximizes the square of the correlation with the correct score would be preferred. If the choice 
depends on parameter values, a maxi-min criterion could be employed. 
In the case of p > 2, the situation is more complicated and efficiency can be considered from more 
than one point of view. One possibility is to define efficiency as 
{ d e t { j ( e o , T - H e o ) ) ) ) -
d e t { B ( T - ^ e o ) ) ) d e t ( I z { 6 o ) ) '  '  ^  
which is the product of the eigenvalues of 
I z i 9 o r ^ J ( O o , 0 . y B i e . ) - ' j ( 9 o , 0 . ) I z ( O o r ^ -
These eigenvalues are squared canonical correlation coefficients between and 5^ j,. 
In either case, the .\QMLE can be fully efficient for 6. a parameter of the 2 family, if and only if 
^ is a linear transformation of •S'I-t--,,,) for all 0 6 0. i.e. when 
l(D 
S k A ^ )  =  A-i(0)5^,r-.(,)(Z) + A'2(0), 
for all i and 6. Obviously, this is the case if the Z and >' models are reparametrizations of each other, 
with Kiie) = {DeT-^{6)y and A'o = 0. 
When Ez,bSy B ^ quasilikelihood equations are biased estimating equations, deviating from 
a primary condition that is usually imposed in the development of the theory of optimal estimating 
equations, (see [9], [4]). On the other hand, for 9 in an appropriate neighborhood of Oq, Ez,sS^T-^{e) ~ 
0 and the AQMLE can be viewed as an application of unbiased estimating equations. A special twist 
comes from the fact that T might be defined only locally. Also, T is likely to be unknown explicitly, 
being only implicitly defined by (10). In this context, it is not surprising then that the AQMLE efficiency 
criteria (e//i and effn), introduced in section 4.3, coincide with the efficiency of unbiased estimating 
equations defined in [4]. 
4.4 Testing 
.\symptotic properties of the .AQMLE can be used to establish tests of hypotheses about 6. We will 
consider tests of null hypotheses of the form Hq : g(6] = 0, where g : -Rf SR'" is smooth, possessing 
a Jacobian matrix of full row rank, m. Two possible approaches correspond to hypothesis formulation 
with respect to either 0 ot 9.. 
The first approach is applied directly to the correct 9. Using (13), together with (14) and (16), it 
follows that a Wald statistic can be computed as 
ng(9A.uyiDeg(9)\,^S,Ji^A.n<0nr'Bn(e^.„)(J{eA.n,9nr'y(Dsg(e)\,^^^Jr'g{9^,r.). (21) 
Its limiting x ' ( m )  distribution under Ho is then used to obtain an approximate o-size test. 
When ^ is a 1 — I mapping so that the null hypothesis can be reformulated as Ho : = 
i^~^(0). a second approach can be used. It consists of first restating the hypothesis with respect to 9. 
by means of (7). Namely, t, satisfying 
H ( g - ' ( Q ) , t )  =  0  (22)  
can be sought. When there is more than one solution, the t giving the largest value of ^ 
can be taken. The uniqueness under Ho is then assured by C 7. The original hypothesis can then be 
reformulated as Ho : <?. = t. and the hypothesis can be tested, using another Wald type statistic 
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n(0„-t)'(C„(^„))-'(0„ -t), (23) 
which has a limiting ,\;"(p) distribution under the null hypothesis, [20]. 
In either case, use of the AQMLE provides a straightforward way to construct tests of hypotheses 
about 0 when likelihood ratio tests for the correct model are unavailable due to the inability to numeri­
cally evaluate the .VILE. Loss of efficiency for the AQMLE, of course, will correspond to reduced power 
for tests based on the .AQMLE relative to tests based on the true MLE. 
5 Illustrative exeimples 
The following examples illustrate how the AQMLE procedure adjusts estimators obtained from 
incorrect likelihoods to remove asymptotic bias. The first two examples are simple illustrations that 
provide easy comparisons to results for MLE's for the true model. The last example is more indicative 
of a situation where the AQMLE would have more practical value because it is easier to evaluate than 
the MLE, especially for large samples, and it offers an alternative method of estimation with reasonable 
asymptotic properties. 
5.1 Minimum of a random number of variables 
Here, we will take Zq as a random variable corresponding to the minimum of K independent expo­
nential random variables with mean 6 > 0. K is a random variable with distribution {P/i(^')}^i 
is independent of the exponential variates. 
The working model is >* = {^exp( —: 9 6 0)}, for some fixed positive integer A-q. In other 
words, y achieves simplification by (incorrectly) assuming that K is a constant ko instead of properly 
recognizing it as a random variable. This gives the quasiscore 
and the Q.VILE, d n  = k o Z .  which has bias 6 { k o E ( K ~ ^ )  - 1) for all n .  If E { K )  is known, a sensible 
c h o i c e  m i g h t  b e  k o  =  E K .  
The score for the correct model is 
(24) 
and the asymptotic bias adjustment is obtained by solving 
(25) 
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, , ,  h  ,  k z  I  k o z ^ ^  
Jo T(e)"'''^ r(9)" 9 •''92' 
Ar=l 
The solution is 
(26) 
= ryr- (2") 
and the AQMLE is 
9 ^ , n  =  ^ = ^ ,  ( 2 8 )  
b j T  
which reduces to the MLE when the {Pm(^')}^i distribution is degenerate with p ( E K ~ ^ )  =  1. 
Since 
_9_ 
EzOa.ti -- EKE(OA,n\I< = k) = Ek 1 = 6 ,  (29) 
E k k  
6A n is an unbiased estimator. Its exact variance is 
•  V a r { E ( Z \ K  =  k ) )  +  E { V a r ( Z \ K  =  k ) )  
v a r a  A n  — , „ 1 >o 
n ( E ^ ) -
By Jensen's inequality, (30) will not be smaller than the variance of the 0„, when the working model 
is correct. The difference is small however, when Z and 3^ are "'close" in the variance of K~^ sense. 




Then the correct density has the form 
f z . e . n ( - )  =  /iexp(-/f)e.xp(/je.xp(-f-) - f] (1 -exp(-^i))0 
and the score is 
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5z.9.^--^ + ^ exp(-|) + ^ .  
The second partial derivative of the loglikelihood is 
d- 1 z-\i. 2zn , 2c 
^log(/z.ff,p(-)) -  ^2 + ("^4 ~ ^  
with conditional expectation 
E { Q Q ^ \ o g { f z _ e A Z ) ) \ ^  /;(l+t)302 ^ ^ 
In this case, it is easy to obtain numerical values for the MLE. although the AQMLE might be appealing 
in some cases for its simplicity, and the efficiency of the AQMLE is easily evaluated. 
From (30), (31), it is seen that the relative efficiency of the AQMLE does not depend on 6 .  The 
relative efficiency of the AQMLE is plotted against n in Figure 1. This plot reveals two interesting 
points. First, the efficiency of the AQMLE relative to the MLE does not go below 75%. Second, there 
is a non monotonic trend in the efficiencies. For large p, there is relatively little information in the data 
about 6 and little loss of information in using the y approximation. On the other hand, the efficiency is 
also high when the K distribution becomes more concentrated around its expectation and 3^ provides 
a  g o o d  a p p r o . x i m a t i o n  t o  Z .  
5.2 Right censored normal sample 
This example further illustrates the behavior of the AQMLE. Here, Z is a N { 6 ,1) random variable, 
censored from right at c, i.e. Z = Z' I{Z' < c) +c/(Z' > c) with Z' ~ iV(fl, 1). The working model 
ignores censoring, and (incorrectly) assumes Z — Z'. The QMLE is simply 
= Z = i Z. /(Z.- < c) + (n - e)c^ . (32) 
where e  = £ ^ ) -  This is clearly not a consistent estimator for 9 .  
Subject to having a solution in t, the equation 
0  =  =  E z A Z - O n ) I [ Z  < c )  +  { c - e , , ) { \ - ^ ( c - t ) )  
= (c - 0„) + (/- c)$(c -/) - o(c - 0 (33) 
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implicitly defines the AQMLE by := t = T(9n). Here. and o denote the standard normal cdf 
and pdf, respectively. We use normal partial moments [14] to obtain asymptotic variances, yielding the 
efficiency of the AQMLE relative to the MLE 
^ ^ - $(c - 0)2 + aiao + $(c - d)(ai +02)' 
with 
ai = (c - T-'i9))- + <&(c - e ) ( { e  - T- ' ( e ) ) -  - (c - T- ' ( e ) ) - )  + ^ {c - 9)(2T- ' ( e )  - c - 9 )  
(35) 
The efficiency for 0 = 0 as a function of the censoring level is shown in Figure 2. Obviously, the 
efficiency of the ,A.QMLE decreases as censoring becomes more severe, but it is quite high when less 
than 50% of the observations are censored. 
5.3 Laplace-exponential convolution 
Convolutions naturally occur in practice when modeling observations obtained as a measurement of 
a random variable of interest (V), subject to an independent, additive random error (A"). Furthermore, 
the observations below a given value c might be recorded only as "less than c~, while those above c are 
recorded exactly, resulting in left censoring of the convoluted variable. 
We will consider a particular case of a left censored Laplace-E.xponential convolution, which has 
been promoted for use in the context of wearout assessment [7]. The observed data constitute an i.i.d. 
sample from the distribution of ZoI(Zo>c) + cI(Zo<c)^ for a given c > 0, where Z = X + V and A' ~ 
Laplace(0.6). Y ~ Exponential(a) are independent. Here 6 is known, but a > 0 is a parameter that 
must be estimated. 
We see that 6 controls the error variance, while a describes the behavior of the random variable of 
interest. The density and cdf of Z are 




; < 0 
2a-'exp(-i)-(a+6)6exp(-j) 
2(a^-6-') 
rz .a.b{:] = 
2i(i+b 
- > 0 
r < 0 
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yielding an explicit formula for the likelihood. Consequently, the AQMLE, MLE. and their asymptotic 
variances and covariances can be evaluated relatively easily and AQMLE efficiency can be illustrated 
without excessive effort. 
The woricing model y corresponds to a left censored exponential distribution. In other words, the 
working model neglects the random error A' and (incorrectly) assumes Z = Y. The QMLE is easily 
obtained by solution of the left censored exponential quasilikelihood equation. 
We computed (asymptotic) efficiency (17) of the .\QMLE, relative to the MLE, for a = 1 and two 
levels of censoring. Changes in .A.QMLE efficiency as b increases, corresponding to increasing error 
variability and the data becoming more "noisy" , are shown in Figure 3 for left censoring at c = I. 
labeled as "T' and for c = 3, labeled as "2". .\s in example 5.1, the efficiency is quite high overall and 
its trend is non monotonic cis 6 increases and the data contain less information about the parameter of 
interest. For a small amount of noise the y model approximates Z very well, yielding an AQMLE with 
relatively high efficiency. With 6 of size comparable to a, both the MLE and AQMLE have about the 
same difficulties in e.xtracting the relevant information about a. As expected, increased censoring tends 
to decrease efficiency. 
Figure 4 reveals how much is really done in the adjustment step, showing how the asymptotic bias of 
the QMLE changes with b and the level of censoring. We see that the bias, as expected, increases quite 
dramatically as 6 increases. For intermediate levels of 6, the bias is decreased by increased censoring, 
but it would be unwise to use censoring as a general bias reduction technique, since increased censoring 
increases bias for larger values of 6. 
5.4 Lognormal-normai convolution 
Example 5.3 is exceptional in the sense that for most convolutions, there is no explicit formula for 
the cdf and pdf. Consequently, the loglikelihood and its derivatives have to be evaluated by numerical 
integration. The computations need to be done for each data point separately, and the computational 
effort becomes overwhelming for larger sample sizes. Furthermore, depending on a particular model, 
other numerical problems can occur, rendering evaluation of the MLE infeasible. In these situations the 
development of a viable alternative with relatively high efficiency, such as the .A.QMLE, has a substantial 
practical value. 
There are many practical situations, where this occurs. One of them is encountered in analytical 
chemistry when repeated samples of some material are taken and measured for concentration of a par­
ticular chemical compound. The variation in concentrations across samples of the material is commonly 
modeled as a lognormal random variable, whose parameters are of interest. A second source of variabil­
ity, introduced during the measurement process, is modeled as an independent .V(0,o"a') variable. The 
situation is often further complicated by the fact that only measurements above a certain value, called 
a detection limit, are recorded exactly, while measurements falling below are recorded only as less than 
the limit, resulting in left censoring of the measurements. 
Because of the numerical integration for each data point, the MLE requires a substantial compu­
tational effort, and it is not feasible if the sample size is too large. On the other hand, the QMLE. 
based on the lognormal working model is easily evaluated. This working model (incorrectly) assumes no 
measurement error, leading to asymptotic bicis in the estimation. The AQMLE removes the asymptotic 
bias in the QMLE using a single numerical integration in two dimensions for the entire dataset. Hence, 
the AQMLE can be easily evaluated for basically any sample size. 
.Another advantage of this two stage approach is that once the QMLE and (T x  are known, the 
AQMLE can be performed without access to the original data. Since the QMLE and ax frequently 
available in publications, monitoring databases etc., the AQMLE might then be used for correction of 
archived or published results. Such a correction is particularly desirable when comparing results for 
studies with different levels of measurement error variability. 
6 Embedding of 3^ in a larger structure 
6.1 Nuisance parameters 
In this section, we will discuss an important special case of the general situation, considered in 4.1. 
where the appro.ximate and convenient y model is imbedded in a larger parametric structure, Z. which 
is presumably more realistic but more difficult to work with. This special case is described by the 
following conditions: 
C 13 The correct model of C 2 is 
and the true model is Fza = ^Z,ao,<iio' ^here is a subset of q-dimensional Euclidean space. 
C 14 The working model y of C 3 is 
y = { f z . e . ^ ^ ^ [ - . ] : e ^ Q ]  
for some t'A € 
•23 
If the value t'o is known, the results of 4.2 directly apply. Additional difficulty arises when t-o is 
unknown. We consider to be a "'nuisance" parameter, which is of no interest in itself. .A.ny interest 
in it comes from its relation to the quality of inferential procedures for 9. When an external estimate 
of the nuisance parameter is available, one would like to take advantage of it and concentrate solely 
on the estimation of 6. This might be motivated by the achieved simplification or by an attempt to 
avoid numerical, or other problems, connected with high dimensional optimization. In the context of 
examples 5.3 and 5.4, for example, there are practical situations, where the error variance is unknown, 
but a good external estimate is available. Such an estimate is often based on an independent sample of 
so called blank measurements, consisting of observations of ,Y only. 
Our strategy consists of inserting the tjj estimate into expression (11) and evaluating the .A.QMLE as 
if tL' were a known value for i/*. This is very similar in spirit to the approach used by [10] for ma.\imization 
of a likelihood for a correct model under the presence of nuisance parameters. They called the resulting 
estimator a pseudo MLE. Because of this similarity, we refer to the procedure of this section as a pseudo 
In order to derive the estimator and assure its asymptotic properties, we will impose a few additional 
conditions. 
C 15 There is a consistent, asymptotically normal estimator rbn of ip, such that 
This will obviously be the case when an asymptotically normal, consistent estimator ipn is obtained 
from a sample, independent of that used to evaluate d„, with the sample sizes being proportional. 
In the general regularity conditions, which either involve the density or its derivatives with respect to 
6. we will interpret fz,B, its derivatives and cdf as corresponding quantities based on fz.a.iii- Bounding 
functions are assumed to be free of both 0, i/? parameters. We will also require some smoothness with 
respect to the nuisance parameter 
C 16 log(/z,s.U))(;),' = 1 • • .1? exist for almost all z and are continuous in 6 and ILK and there enst 
functions oz.i. square integrable with respect to Fz^. such that for any il' £ ^.6 E.Q. 
.\QMLE (P.JlQ.MLE). 
- (e'„ 0^))' 4 iVp+,(0,Q) 
with some positive definite variance matrix 
Q i i  Q I2  
Q i 2  Q 2 2  
l ^ l o g ( / ? . 9 . c ( ; ) ) l  < O Z . i (  =  ) -
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VVe will write 
H{6I,02,<P) = Ez.ei.tiiSyj^iZ) (36) 
and 
/v(0i,0o,^)= I ^ fz.s„A = )Sl'.e,{=)dX{=) (37) 
and generalize the notation for 8(61,62: li^). A{6i, 62, tp), 'I') in a similar way. We will also 
strengthen C 11 as follows: 
C 17 Partial derivatives •^H(6i,62,'p), •^H(6i,d2,ip), •^H{6i,92,ip) continuous in a neighbor­
hood of (6q,9.. tiro). Differentiation can be passed under the integral sign there. I.e. 
d B , H { 6 u 6 2 , t b )  =  J { e i , e 2 , i b )  
d g ^ H ( 6 i , 6 2 ,  t p )  = .4(01, 6 2 ,  p )  
d , i , H { 6 u 6 2 , - i l } )  = A-(0I,02» 
in a neighborhood of {6o,6.,tpo)-
A s  in 4.1, we will focus on the adjustment mapping T { 6 , i 1 j ) ,  defined implicitly in an appropriate 
neighborhood N{6., tpa) of [6',. iI)'q) by T{6, ip) := t with 
H ( t . 9 , i i ; ) = 0 :  t e e ° -  (38) 
By the implicit function theorem, T { 6 ,  t b )  is continuous with continuous Jacobian matrix 
P  =  { P 1 . P 2 )  
=  - J [ T { 6 , t i ; } , 6 , t l ! ] - ^ { A { T { 9 , t I ; } , d , : J j ) , K ( T { 6 , < I ; ) J . i p ) )  (.39) 
in some neighborhood i \ ' ( 6 . .  i P o ) .  
We will define 6p^^„ = t. with t satisfying 
f f ( t . 6 n . t : n }  = 0 .  t  e  0°. (-10) 
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provided that a unique solution exists. If it does not exist, we will taice = ^n- If the solution is 
unique, it defines an estimator, which will be referred to as the Pseudo Adjusted Quasi Maximum 
Likelihood Estimator, (PAQMLE). If the solution of (40) is not globally unique, we will formally 
take the solution, closest to a consistent estimator of Oq. 
As before, we have P ( { 0 ' n ,  i > ' n )  i  ^V(0., !/;o), i.o.) = 0, so that we will write OpA.n = T ( 6 n , < P n ) -  Then, 
by the continuity of T, we have 
Result 5 
^PA,n ^0 a.S. (41) 
By the delta method, it follows that 
^  N p ( Q , V )  (42) 
with 
V = P\Ql\P\ + P2Q'i2^'l P1Q12P2 + P2Q22P2 
= J-^B(J-^y + .rKAQi2h''(J'^y + (J-'^AQi2K'{J~'yY + (43) 
This leads to the following result 
Result 6 
V ^ ( e P A . n - 9 o ] ^  N p ( 0 , V )  (44) 
The asymptotic properties of the PAQMLE and AQMLE are rather similar. Neither consistency, 
not asymptotic normality is destroyed by the plug-in approach. The fact that tjj is unknown and must 
be estimated (some information is missing) is reflected by the presence of the last three terms in (43). 
They reduce to a single variance inflation term when lij and are independent. 
6.2 Semipjurametric approach 
.\n interesting possibility to complement the view of 6-1 is to consider the case where the convenient 
approximate >" model is imbedded into a larger, more realistic, semiparametnc structure Z. where the 
parameter 6 has the same physical meaning as in A particular example is when a Y random variable 
is transformed to Z by means of an independent variable .V with distribution F in the following way 
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f z , e A = ) =  J  f Y . B i 9 { : ^ - i : ) ) \ - ^ 9 ( . : , ^ ) \ d F ( x ) ,  (45) 
where </ ; -J?- ^ 3?, g ( ; x )  has a continuous, aonzero derivative for each x  and F is a cdf such that the 
general regularity conditions hold. 
This yields a nonparametric formulation of the way the broadening from y to Z occurs. It combines 
with the parametric formulation of y into a semiparametric model for Z. Such flexibility is useful when 
the way 3^ is generalized to Z is not completely known or is too complicated for practical purposes. 
.\llowing for various mixtures of observations, (45) covers some practically important and interesting 
cases. One is 
the convolution of Y  with some random variable A', having distribution F .  This can be particularly 
useful when dealing with "errors in observations". For instance, in the conte.xt of examples 5.3 and 
5.4. we could consider the situation when the exact error behavior, besides its independence of the 
variable of interest, is unknown, but a sample of blank measurements is available for estimating the 
error distribution. We will assume the following: 
C 18 In addition to the i.t.d. sample from Fzo = Fb o .Fq , on independent t.i.d. sample 
A'l . . . A'm from F q is available to provide an empirical cdf F m  • n = cm for some constant c. 
.Mimicking the approach of 6.1, we will use Fm in as a "plug-in" estimate for the unknown cdf FQ. 
and then proceed as if Fm was the true cdf and not merely an estimate of FQ. Because of the similarity 
to the approach used in 6.1, we will call the resulting estimator the (semiparametric) pseudo-.A.QMLE. 
The adjustment part of the procedure is based on an "empirical version" of H, obtained by integrating 
with respect to the empirical cdf: 
(46) 
H m [ e , . e 2 )  =  { J  I  f y , e A 9 ( ' ^ ^ ) ) \ § : 9 ( = ^ ^ ) \ d F m ( x ) S ' Y , g ^ { z ) i d X { z ) }  
(47) 
Empirical counterparts of J  and .4 are obtained in an analogous way: 
. J m ( 0 x . 9 2 )  =  D e j Y . e A 9 i = - X j ) ) \ ^ g (  =  . X j ) \ S l , , J z ) i d X {  =  ) }  
J = i 
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(48) 
We will consider the adjustment OsA.n = ti, with t' = (t'l, implicitly defined by 
0 
t € 0° X 0°, (49) 
provided that a unique solution exists. If a solution does not exist, we will take dsA.n = ^n- If the 
solution is unique, we have an estimator which will be referred to as the (semiparametric) Pseudo 
Adjusted Quasi Meiximum Likelihood Estimator, (PAQMLE). If the solution of (49) is not 
globally unique, we will formally take the solution, closest to a consistent estimator of (dQ,9'.)-
Together with the general regularity conditions, we will require stricter bounding in order to assure 
some asymptotic properties of the PAQMLE. 
C 19 /y,9,(5(c, x))|^5(r, r)|5y j^(;) and its partial derivatives with respect to both 0i and 0^ are 
bounded by functions that are free of parameters and integrable with respect to X x Fq. 
By the dominated convergence theorem, this gives continuity of Wm(^i,^2) and the bounding re­
quired to apply Mickey's theorem [12] to obtain the almost sure convergence of to its e.x-
pectation H, uniformly in (^'i,^^). By the general conditions, the same is true for Then the 
local compactness of 0 yields the following result: 
Result 7 
a.s. 
Application of the mean value theorem [12] gives 
0 — + D t S y  —  ^ - )  
0 = + Jm{Sl-d2)(0SA.n — ^o) + — ^•)- (.50) 
for some 9i between Os^ „ and 0q. and some 02 between On and 0 . .  
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Furthermore, C 19 also ensures continuity and almost sure convergence of Jm (^1,^2} and .4m ^2) 
to their expectations, uniformly in (^1,^2)- From (45), we recognize /v,ff(^(r, j;))|^^(r, j)| as the 
conditional density of Z given A' = x. Jm and .4^ are averages of conditional expectations, and 
E j ^ { e ^ , e n )  =  j [ e , , e . )  
EAi{dy,02) = A(6\,62). (51) 
Since result 7 implies almost sure convergence, (^i', On) -> Lemma 4 of [1] gives 
J { 9 o , 6 . )  a.s. 
•4m(^ir ^2) -4(^0,) a.s. (52) 
.\pplying the central limit theorem, we get independent asymptotic normal distributions for ^Sy 
and \/nHm(0Q,0.), and subsequently their joint normality, leading to 
Result 8 
N^(05A,n - O o )  A iVp(0, V )  
with 
V = J ( 0 o J . r \ c V a r F , E e „ ( S l r e ^ ( Z ) \ X )  + e(0.))(./(^o,0.)-M') 
As before, we have established the asymptotic normality of the P.A.QMLE estimator, and its limiting 
variance matri.x is inflated, relative to variance matrix for the .A.QMLE, to account for the fact that 
F is estimated. Obviously, the proportionality constant c between sample sizes influences the amount 
of inflation. Using the decomposition of variance into the variance of a conditional expectation and 
the e.xpectation of a conditional variance, we have (c+ 1)"' as a lower bound on the efficiency of the 
P.A.QMLE of this section, relative to the .A.QMLE. Obviously, the P.A.QMLE is closer to the .\Q.VILE in 
efficiency for larger values of Far^|x,«, (5y^JZ)|A'). 
A. different choice of the way Z is transformed into V is 
fz. S .F{ = ) = J /v',3(9,x)(-)<^^(x)- (53) 
with X(x 1 • This corresponds to mi.xing various distributions with an additional I dimensional parameter 
v. e.g. those coming from different >'^1 families, in which 9 retains its "physical meaning". .\n example 
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arises as a generalization of 5.1, when each observation of Z corresponds to extremes (or even more 
general order statistics) of a V random sample with a random size A', distributed on positive integers 
according to unknown F, independently of Y. Even if the F distribution is known, the resulting 
distribution might be too complicated to work with, so that one might prefer to use the PAQMLE when 
an independent sample from the X distribution is available along with the sample of Z observations. 
7 Other estimating equations 
From the comments in section 3, we realize that it is not necessary to use a score function of some 
approximate distribution as the estimating function. The same arguments go through with conditions 
like C 5, C 6, C 7, C 8. C 9 imposed on other functions Uy glz) used in place of log(/i',fl(c)). Hence we 
have properties analogous to the QMLE for more general for M-estimators obtained by optimizing the 
estimating function Uy g(z) = J2"=i "K.sC-t")- Assuming that VjUyj(z) is unbiased under the 3^ model. 
j = 0, 0 € 0, (o4) 
but not necessarily under the Z model, we get to a similar starting point as with quasilikelihood 
estimation. We define the Quasi estimator. (QE), denoted by 0£,n, as the solution of 
VgUy- j = 0, 0 S 0 
when it is used as an estimate of the 0 parameter of the Z model. 
With regularity conditions similar to C 10, C II, C 12 imposed on VflUy g(c), we get an Adjusted 
quasi estimator (AQE), denoted by Oae.u, and defined as 
^AE,n := T{ 6 E , n ) ,  
where the mapping T { 6 )  := t is implicitly defined as the solution of 
Ez.t^a^Ys = 0. 
If the solution does not exist, or is not unique, the definition needs to be amended analogously to the 
definition of the AQMLE. 
Considering a broader class of estimating equations would be of practical importance when there 
is no acknowledged working model y which would give an easily solvable quasilikelihood equation, but 
when there is an .V[-estimator giving relatively easy to solve estimating equations, which are unbiased 
under a working model and biased under the correct model 2. 
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8 Summary 
We have shown that a consistent estimator with a convenient asymptotic normal distribution can 
be obtained from a two step procedure where some set of estimating equations is used to provide an 
estimate that is relatively easy to evaluate on the first step and that estimator is adjusted to remove 
asymptotic bias on the second step. This procedure can be applied under a rather general set of 
regularity conditions, similar to those that guarantee corresponding properties for maximum likelihood 
estimators. Furthermore, approximate test procedures are easily derived from appropriate asymptotic 
distributions. 
This approach is particularly attractive when the MLE for the true model is either too difficult to 
evaluate or the true likelihood is not completely specified. We focused on situations where a quasilikeli-
hood that retains the meaning of the parameter of interest is used to provide a convenient approximation 
to the true likelihood. Then the procedure is implemented by first evaluating the QMLE and then mak­
ing an adjustment to obtain an .A.QMLE. The efficiency of the AQMLE relative to the MLE for the 
true model was shown to depend on the correlation between the true score function and the quasiscore. 
This provides some guidance for choosing among competing quasilikelihoods when the true likelihood 
is known. 
.A. practical advantage of this two step approach is that a QMLE can be adjusted to obtain an 
AQMLE without having access to the complete set of data. In analytical chemistry, for example, 
this allows for published values of the popular QMLE based on left censored lognormal approximation 
to be adjusted for the presence of random measurement errors without having to obtain the original 
data. Only an estimate of the measurement error variance is needed, and this is usually obtained 
from measurements on blank samples and published in the conte.xt of a detection limit. Making such 
adjustments is very important when results are to be compared across studies done with different 
measurement techniques involving different levels of measurement error variability. 
The P.AQMLE offers a way of dealing with nuisance parameters when a consistent estimator for the 
nuisance parameter is available from an independent source. It can be generalized in a semiparametric 
way to handle situations where the model is only partially specified. The increased variability arising 
from the additional estimation is reflected in the formula for the variance matrix for the limiting normal 
distribution of the P.\QMLE. 
The first step of the procedure can use estimating equations that are not necessarily derived from a 
score function for some quasilikelihood. as long as some general smoothness conditions are satisfied. In 
general, the second (adjusting) step is provided by a second set of equations which involve expectation of 
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the estimating functions under the correct model. When there is no explicit formula for this adjustment, 
the second set of equations must be solved numerically. Although this may require numerical integration, 
it generally requires evaluation of only one integral rather than the evaluation of a different integral for 
each observation in the data. 
We have only dealt with adjustment of a QMLE obtained by "empirical" KLIC minimization. Other 
measures of divergence between the correct density and the approximation could be used in principle. 
.•\.n interesting question in this context is whether, for a given y, one can systematically choose a 
divergence measure from some family to improve statistical properties of the resulting AQMLE-like 
adjustment. 
.\nother. at least conceptually, straightforward generalization of the .A.QMLE can be made to mul­
tivariate problems involving i.i.d. vectors of observations. This is of practical interest, for instance, 
for estimation of correlation among some random variables when their observed values are subject to 
independent errors and censoring. 
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CHAPTER 3: PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR CENSORED 
LOGNORMAL-NORMAL CONVOLUTIONS 
A paper prepared for submission to Technometrics 
Marek Brabec 
1 Introduction 
When working with small nonnegative quantities, such as concentrations of chemical compounds, 
skewed distributions are often noticed. Based on empirical evidence, flexibility, convenience and oc­
casionally on theoretical motivations, the lognormal distribution is commonly adopted to model the 
variability in the quantity of interest across samples, [10], [11], [12], [13], [15]. Often the device or pro­
cedure used to measure the quantity of interest introduces additional variability that can be modeled as 
an independent, random measurement error. Using a normal distribution for the random measurement 
error results in a lognormal-normal convolution model for the observations. 
We might consider environmental monitoring as an example. A particular material is repeatedly 
sampled and measured subsequently, in order to determine, how the concentration of some chemical 
compound of interest is distributed. Generally, the exact concentrations cannot be observed. Only a 
measurement which is subject to error can be taken. Frequently, the situation is further complicated 
by practical application of the notion of a detection limit. This notion might be based on knowledge 
of the physical limits of a measuring device or on a more subjective perception of the unreliability of 
measured values falling below some limit, denoted by c > 0. Such measurements are typically reported 
as "less than c" and their observed values are discarded. 
Similar situations occur with other types of measurements in astronomy [7], radioactivity monitoring 
[9], [5], radar wave transmission [15], mining exploration [10] and many other fields of considerable 
practical importance. 
Values of both the density function and cdf for the lognormal-normal convolution are needed to eval­
uate the loglikelihood in the presence of left censoring associated with a detection limit. Since there are 
no explicit formulas for the convolution integrals, use of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) requires 
numerical integration for each observation separately. This can introduce an overwhelming computa­
tional burden for large data sets and is one reason why the MLE, although conceptually straightforward, 
has not gained much popularity in the present context. This is despite its well known asymptotic opti-
mality and repeated suggestions for its use [10], [21]. 
Considering the need for a practical estimation technique, it is not surprising, that a variety of ad 
hoc approaches to model formulation and estimation emerged. One of the most popular approaches 
consists of ignoring the presence of random measurement errors and estimating parameters in the 
left censored lognormal ("working") model. This has become a standard method in some fields. In 
the presence of measurement error, however, the estimator is obtained by maximizing an 'incorrect 
likelihood", or quasilikelihood, that only approximates the likelihood for the more complex correct 
model. Such an estimator has been called a quasi maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE), [22]. The 
QMLE, obtained from the censored lognormal working model, although asymptotically normal, is not 
a consistent estimator for the lognormal parameters in the censored lognormal-normal model. 
A general procedure for obtaining a consistent estimator by making an appropriate adjustment 
for the asymptotic bias of a QMLE is presented in [2]. The resulting estimator, referred to as an 
adjusted quasi ma.ximum likelihood estimator (.\QMLE), retains the asymptotic normality of the .VILE 
and QMLE, but the covariance matrices of the respective asymptotic normal distributions are not 
the same. .Although the AQMLE is generally less efficient than the MLE for the true model, it has 
practical advantages. It may be easy to evaluate the QMLE when evaluation of the .VILE is either 
burdensome or infeasible. Furthermore, the AQMLE can be obtained without access to the complete 
set of original data. For the lognormal-normal convolution, for example, an .\QMLE can be evaluated 
from the QMLE based on the lognormal model and the variance of the measurement error distribution. 
This information is often provided in published reports and databases of automatic monitoring results. 
Hence the AQ.MLE can be used to adjust such estimates for the presence of measurement error. Such 
adjustment is particularly needed when comparing results from different studies where measurement 
procedures with different precision (error variances) were used. 
The primary objective of this paper is to compare the properties and performance of the VILE. 
Q.VILE. and .\QMLE for the lognormal-normal convolution model. .A. simulation study is performed to 
examine the bias and variability of the estimators for finite samples. The simulation results illustrate 
the consequences of ignoring random measurement error and using the QMLE based on the left cen­
sored lognormal approximation. The simulation results also reveal that without excessive censoring. 
the AQMLE tends to be less biased than the QMLE, but it is generally not as efficient as MLE. Never­
theless, the AQMLE provides a reasonable estimator when evaluation of the MLE is problematical or 
impractical. 
We consider two methods for evaluating the MLE for the correct lognormal-normal model. Both 
methods use a modified Newton-Raphson algorithm to ma.ximize the loglikelihood. The first method 
uses a standard quadrature method to evaluate the required integrals. The second method uses a discrete 
appro.Kimation of the measurement error distribution to approximate the loglikelihood and reduce the 
computational burden for precise data. This second approach can also be viewed as a more complex 
quasilikelihood approach. In a broader context, the lognormal-normsd model provides an illustration 
of a larger class of models, where the observation consists of a function of a nonnegative signal and an 
independent random error. 
2 Detection limits 
Measurement of small quantities poses various kinds of practical, theoretical and conceptual chal­
lenges. As a consequence, a wide range of procedures have evolved. One of them is the notion of the 
detection limit and its application in practical data reporting. 
Generally, the detection limit is a positive constant c, defined in relation to the smallest measurement 
that can be detected with "reasonable certainty". Neither a particular definition of the detection limit, 
nor a practical way for determining its value are universally accepted however, [4]. Furthermore, this 
concept is sometimes referred to by different names [11]. 
The simplest, and most traditional approach takes c = 3<rx, or more generally c = k<Tx- where k is 
some positive number and ax is the standard deviation of so called blank measurements, i.e. measure­
ments which are known to be observations of error only [17], [21]. Other, more elaborate definitions are 
in use as well, [4], [6]. Typically, when the detection limit is used in reporting measurement results, the 
data below or equal to c are reported only as "less than c"', and their actual values are discarded. While 
the data exceeding c are reported exactly as they were measured. We will not consider more complex 
censoring patterns which occur occasionally for some particular measurement methods, [14]. 
Such action corresponds to a somewhat arbitrary intentional censoring and has been criticized 
from both theoretical and practical point of view [3], [8], [17] for artificially discarding information 
contained in the data. Despite these potential problems, the approach is deeply rooted in many fields, 
especially those connected with analytical chemistry, where it has been established as a part of the 
official guidelines [1] and is a standard part of textbooks. The notion is used extensively in other fields 
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as well. e.g. environmental monitoring [11], astronomy [7]. 
Some effort has been made to establish a standard treatment of data containing observations below 
a detection limit. The estimators used in the past for practical data analyses range from methods of ad 
hoc nature, like substitution of the observations below c by a fraction of c [17], to quite sophisticated 
ones (e.g. transformation methods, [18]). Different approaches were tried in simulation studies [12], [16] 
illustrating inferior properties of the replacement methods. Supported by onset of easy to use software 
[16], the censored lognormal likelihood based approach became quite standard for parametric analyses 
of analytical chemistry data, environmental and many other mecisurements. 
This has occurred, despite the fact that users of the approach sometimes recognize that the lognormal 
model cannot be correct, for instance when acknowledging the e.Kistence of negative measurements [9]. 
Occasionally, observations are recognized as arising from a sum of lognormal random variable and a 
normal random error imposed by the process of measurement, [5], [17], but the implications of estimating 
parameters by ma.ximizing an incorrect lognormal (quasi)likelihood have largely been ignored. Clear 
descriptions of the convolution lognormal-normal model are given in [10] and [21], along with details 
about ma.ximum likelihood estimation of parameters in the model, but left censoring caused by use of 
the detection limit was not considered by these authors. 
.Although the censoring caused by the detection limit has been properly recognized in the lognormal 
estimation, it has not been used in the context of the more complicated convolution model. Nor have 
there been attempts to adjust for the asymptotic bias of the lognormal QMLE. 
3 Lognormal-normal model 
We will concentrate on a relatively simple situation, where observations are subject to random 
measurement error and simple left censoring with respect to a single detection limit. The model for a 
single observation is: 
Z ^ = A '  +  y ^  ( I )  
with A' independent of V''^. and 
.V~ iV(0.<7A-) 
~  L N { i i . ( t ) .  i.e. log(y'^) ~ N ( n , a ) .  
The interest lies in the parameters (n^cr) = (^1-^2) = coming from some compact subspace of 
W X (0. x). The standard deviation ax > 0. of the measurement error distribution is generally of little 
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interest. As in [10], we will assume that it is either known from physical properties of the measuring 
device, or a good estimate is available. It is not unusual, for e.xample, that an independent sample of so 
called "blank" measurements is available, which are observations of the error random variable A' only, 
and (Tx can be estimated form these data. In our experience, attempts to simultaneously maximize 
the loglikelihood with respect to all three parameters often lead to substantial convergence problems 
related to the likelihood "fatness". 
The distribution of the observations is the convolution of lognormal and normal parts, but only the 
lognormal part is typically of interest and it can be thought of as a "signal" distribution. The normal, 
additive error part is of no interest in itself, but influences estimation by blurring available observations. 
.N'o e.xplicit expressions of the convolution distribution density and cdf are available. Their convolution 
integrals are 
f z ^ , e ( = )  =  [  f Y . 9 ( y ) f x , a x ( =  -  y ) ( ^ y  
J Q  
=  f  ( 2 )  
Jo 1/°" "• O^X 
and 
pOZ 
^ Z ^ . b {  =  )  =  /  f Y . e ( y ) f x . a x i =  -  y ) d y  
Jo 
J o  yo- ( T  ( T x  
(:?) 
where d and $ denote the standard normal pdf and cdf, respectively. 
Further complications arise from the use of a detection limit. Only the left censored version Z = 
I{Z^ > c) +cI{Z^ < c) of the convoluted random variable can be observed, c > 0 is a known value 
of the censoring level, which corresponds to a detection limit. It will be called censoring intensity, when 
expressed as a percentage of the distribution that is censored. The single detection limit was adopted 
for simplicity, the extension to multiple detection limits [12] is straightforward. 
If we take A := A + m measure, where A is a point mass measure at {c} and m is the Lebesgue 
measure on (c. oo), the density of the observable random variable Z with respect to A is 
f z . B [ = )  =  f z - A - ) n ~  > c )  +  F z ^ A c ) I ( :  <  c). (-1) 
We will assume that i.i.d. sample Zi .. .Zn from this distribution is available. 
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4 Estimation procedures 
In this section we describe the procedures used to estimate the /x and <r parameters in the lognormal 
part of the convolution model and review briefly their important asymptotic properties. Finite sample 
properties are investigated with a simulation study. 
4.1 Quasi maximum likelihood estimation 
To evaluate the common practice of error neglection, we computed the estimator obtained by maxi­
mizing the quasi loglikelihood coming from censored lognormal working model. It will be referred to as 
the quasi maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE), and denoted by . The estimator 
is obtained by solving the quasilikelihod equations 
= 0' (5) 
provided by the quasiscore 
= (5i-,«(--)i,S^,9(r)2)' = V<,log(/y^,9(.')/(-->c)) + V9log(fv^,«(c)/{;<c)). (7) 
.•Mthough there is no explicit formula for the solution to the estimating equations (5), obtaining numer­
ical solution generally presents no computational difficulty. 





dn —^ a.s., (8) 
where 0.  is given by 
= max log(/y,t(Z)) (9) 
•Also 
-0.) .V2(O,C(0.)), (10)  
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where 
C = .4-'S.4-^ (11)  
A  =  A ( e , 9 , )  =  E z , e D t S } ^ ^ , \ t = e .  (12 )  
( D t  denotes the Jacobian matrix of a vector argument) 
B  =  B { e , e . )  =  E 2 , e S ' Y , e . { S ] r , e y  (13) 
Note that 9. ^ 0 and the asymptotic biases are elements of 9, — 9. 
Since the QMLE is based on the incorrect left censored lognormal model, the negative inverse of the 
matrix of second partial derivatives of the quasilikelihood, multiplied by n 
does not provide a consistent estimator for C .  However, (14) is used in the common practice of ignoring 
the random measurement error. Our simulation results provide some information on the consequences 
of using (14) to estimate C in finite samples. 
On the other hand, under the regularity conditions, given in [22], a consistent estimator of C is 
given by the "sandwich estimator" 
The MLE for the left censored lognormal-normal convolution model was also included in the sim­
ulation study. It represents a standard method of estimation, and it has been previously applied to 
cases where observations from the lognormal-normal model are not subject to censoring, [10], [21]. Its 
well known optimal asymptotic properties, make it a natural benchmark for judging the performance 
of other estimators. We extend the application of the MLE to incorporate left censoring caused by a 
detection limit. 
We used a modified Newton-Raphson algorithm to maximize the loglikelihood with respect to 9' = 
iH-o-). Namely, the constrained optimization Fortran subroutine DMNHB from .NETLIB was employed, 






Such implementation requires numerical evaluation of the loglikelihoocl and its first and second 
partial derivatives with respect to 9. Two approaches were tried for this purpose. The first employs 
standard numerical quadrature to compute the convolution integrals needed. The second is motivated 
by possible computational simplifications for precise data and discretizes the normal error part. 
4.2.1 Numerical integration 
The density (2) and cdf (3) are needed to evaluate the loglikelihood L{6). The first and second 
partial derivatives of the loglikelihood contain several additional non explicit integrals 
d f j .  J q  a - d y  
•^fz^A=) - U(c,y)(-- + ^3 )dy 
f  n u i ' . , u (  ^  I , I 3(iog((/) -/i)-
= I "(--.»)((-; + ;3 ) +;5 )<ly 
=  Z "  » ( . . „ ) ( ( -  * • ) ' )  -  - "I ,16) 
onaa Jo cr- <7 (T 
where 
yaxcT a crx 
The derivatives of Fz&,s{:) are obtained in the same manner, merely replacing u ( : , y )  by 
ycr a ax 
Their evaluation was performed separately for each data point with the globally adaptive numerical 
quadrature method based on the Gauss-Kronrod rule provided by the DQAGE subroutine from the 
QUADPACK Fortran library [19]. The resulting estimator will be referred to as the maximum like­
lihood estimator via integration, denoted by (fiMLE.i^^MLE.i)'• 
4.2.2 Discretization 
The previous approach for numerical evaluation of the MLE requires access to numerical integration 
routines and a substantial amount of numerical computation even when crx is rather small and the 
random measurement error does not influence the estimation too severelv. Paradoxicallv. since the 
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integrands in (2), (3), (16) become rattier spiky when ax is small, there is a larger potential for 
numerical problems when the true likelihood approaches the more easily evaluated quasilikelihood for 
the lognormal working model. This motivated a search for an alternative approach. 
Computations can be simplified by using a sequence of discrete distributions to appro.ximate the 
measurement error distribution. The simplification is achieved by replacing integrals in (2) and (3) by 
sums. .A.S the sequence of the discrete distributions converges to the true measurement error distribution, 
the appro.ximation to the MLE improves. 
We will approximate the lognormal-normal convolution —  X  +  in the fc-th iteration by a 
lognormal-(discretized normal) convolution = A'/t + where Xk corresponds to a discretized 
normal random variable. Using [j] to denote the largest integer that does not exceed g, thr discrete 
distribution (Pj,/c)^_mk is given by 
rrik = 
4 = M-" 
Xi_k = '2i6k, i = -TUk . . .  0 , . . .  m f c  
for some M > 1. Since we kept ax = 1 in the simulations, we used .V/ = 3. 
We take po.o = 1 and for = 1,2 ... we have 
Pj.k P ( X k  = x j , k )  = <^(fjA±iiL) _ 
e x  ( T X  
J -{rrik - I).. .0 . - .(mfc - 1) 
P—rrn ,k P { X k  =  x ^ „ , , k )  =  
o'x 
Pm» ,k (18) 
The density and cdf of Z^, the /:-th approximation to Z^ are 
(19) 
Then Zk- the censored version of the k-th approximation, has density 
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fz„.a(:) = > c) + g{c)I(z < c) (20) 
with respect to A. First and second derivatives with respect to parameters are evaluated in a similar 
manner. 
In this approach, the convolution distribution of is approximated by a finite mixture of lognormal 
distributions with mixing probabilities coming from a it > 1 discretization of the completely known 
normal error distribution. The estimator obtained by the maximization of the loglikelihood L^(6]. 
based on this approximation can be thought of as a refinement to the lognormal QMLE of 4.1, which 
corresponds to k = 0. In other words, the lognormal QMLE is formally obtained by maximization of a 
degenerate mixture distribution with probability one assigned to the value zero in in the error model. 
On the other hand, since, as /: —>• oo 
^ fr.ei: - Xi.k)(Fx^{xi,k + Sk) — FxA^i.k -4-)) 
->• I fY.0(: - x)dFx,ax{^ ) 
J —do 
rCQ 
=  / f Y . s ( y ) f x . a x i =  - y ) d y  
J o  
= /z-.o(-). (21) 
we can think of the sequence of approximations as of a purely numerical technique to evaluate the 
Riemann-Stiltjes integrals like (2), (3) without any reference to the statistical background of the ap­
proximations. 
For a given sample and improving approximation (increasing k), we have 0-pointwise convergence 
[9) —>• L{9) as k —> oo. (22) 
It serves, together with the smoothness of L as a motivation for the following procedure that we 
examined in the simulation study: 
1. Start with an initial guess 9° = 9n, (i.e. lognormal QMLE of 4.1). 
2. Compute the {k + 1) iteration approximation to the correct loglikelihood as well as its first and 
second derivatives. Ma.ximize the approximation via .Newton-Raphson algorithm (using a cr > 0 
constraint) to get 9^'^^. 
3. Check convergence by comparing dk = - 0f)-l| to a prescribed small number v. U > v 
and k < K for some prescribed integer A", set k := {k + I) and go back to step 2. 
4. Stop and report the final result 9\tLE.d if it occurs for k < K. Report lack of convergence when 
k = K. 
The resulting estimator 0MLE,d = (f^MLE,d, ^MLE,d)' will be referred to as a Maximum likelihood 
estimator via discretization. 
The procedure is relatively simple to perform and can be quickly implemented without access to 
numerical integration routines. The k needed to obtain a good approximations of the normal distribution 
for random error, the resulting convoluted density, loglikelihood and its derivatives increases as ax 
increases. Hence, this method is expected to provide the greatest savings in computing time when 
measurements are precise, i.e. the error variance ax small. 
The procedure can also be extended to cover more general cases where the error distribution is 
unknown but a sample of error-only (.Y) measurements is available. It is often the case in analytical 
chemistry, for example, that the number of blank samples is a multiple of the number of real measure­
ments. Then the empirical cdf F„, computed from the .V-only measurements, can be used in the place 
of the unknown Fx to approximate the convolution integral as ,) fY,e(= — J:)dFn(x). The other 
related integrals can be evaluated in a similar %vay to obtain an appro.ximation to the true likelihood 
equations, and an estimator can be obtained as a solution to those approximate estimating equations. 
4.3 An adjusted QMLE (AQMLE) 
We saw in the previous sections that conventional estimators have undesirable features. The log-
normal QMLE suffers from asymptotic bias and the MLE is difficult to evaluate, especially for large 
samples. The simplification achieved in 4.2.2 might be useful for smaller samples with precise data, but 
computational requirements become prohibitive for larger data as well. A consistent estimator that can 
be readily evaluated for large samples has considerable practical value. 
One possibility is to apply the adjusted quasi maximum likelihood estimator (AQMLE). introduced 
in [2]. The AQMLE uses the QMLE as a data summary in the first step, adjusting it to achieve 
consistency in the second step. The adjustment removes asymptotic bias in the QMLE, while retaining 
asymptotic normality, .\lthough the AQMLE is typically not as asymptotically efficient as the MLE. it 
can be readily evaluated for large samples. This is because the adjustment computations do not depend 
on sample size and the QMLE is easy to obtain. The general .-\.QMLE approach is discussed in [2] in a 
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more detail. We will briefly review some of its properties here. 
The adjustment to the QMLE is based on the mapping 
H { 9 I, 0 2 )  = E z .BiSyg^. (23) 
For the censored lognormal QMLE, for example, 0,- = [y.i,(Tiy, i = 1,2. The two components of H are 
more explicitly given by 
H ( s , t ) i  =  F^A,a(c)^log(FKA,t(c))/zA,g(;)^log(/vA,t(c))(/c. (24) 
From [22], the QMLE O n  converges almost surely to d . ,  introduced in (9). Such 0 .  has to satisfy 
0  =  E z . e o S y . g . -  (25) 
Under the regularity conditions presented in [2], it follows from the implicit function and inverse function 
theorems, that for a true value 9, such that A,B, and J(9.) = DtEz.tSy gJt=B. are all nonsingular. 
there is a neighborhood of N{9,) on which we have a uniquely defined 1—1 mapping T. satisfying 
ff(T(t),t) = 0, (26) 
which has continuous nonsingular Jacobians for both T  and T ~ ^ .  
The Adjusted Quasi Maximum Likelihood Estimator, (AQMLE), is defined as = 
^A,n := t, where t is obtained as a solution to 
H ( t j „ ) = 0 .  (27) 
QMLE consistency, smoothness of T  and the nonsingularity of its Jacobian matrix, assured by the 
implicit function theorem, can be used to apply the continuous mapping theorem and delta method in 
order to obtain important asymptotic properties of the AQMLE: 
consistency 




M h . n  -  e a )  A  i V 2 ( o ,  v ( e . ) )  ( 2 9 )  
with 
v ( e . )  =  j { e . ) - ' B { 9 . ) { j { e . ) - ' y .  ( 3 0 )  
when implementing the method, we used the DQAGE Fortran numerical quadrature routine to 
perform integrations needed for evaluation of H components. The search in (27) was done by the 
Fortran subroutine DNSQ from SLATEC library, using Powel's method of search for a solution of a 
nonlinear system, approximating the Jacobian matrix numerically, [20]. 0n served as the starting point 
in the search. 
5 Simulation study 
We performed four series of simulations, in which we generated data from left censored lognormal-
normal distributions and estimated the lognormal parameters with the different estimators: 1. lognor-
mal Q.VILE. 2. MLE via integration, 3. .VILE via discretization, 4. AQMLE derived from the QMLE. In 
order to investigate the effects of changing true parameter values and censoring levels on the properties 
of the estimators, we performed simulations for various combinations of c, which we call settings. 
The (Tx parameter of the model was assumed to be known and its value was set at o-^ = I for all 
simulations. 
The settings were selected around the point ^ = 1.81, ff = 0.964 in order to match results for the 
analysis of gold ore grade measurement data, obtained in [10]. The values are essentially the estimates 
of the parameters in the lognormal part of their model adjusted to our setup by rescaling to have 
ax = I and taking the shift parameter to be 0 in their model. We attempted a 3 x 3 factorial design 
with /.I at levels 0.81,1.81,2.81 and a at levels 0.482,0.964,1.928. We encountered numerical difficulties 
in evaluating the MLE or AQMLE for samples simulated from distribution with large tr or small fj and 
concentrated more on moderate parameter values, adding an "inner" 2x2 set of points. Censoring was 
changed from a small detection limit c = 0.1, to c = 1 and finally a large value c = 3, representing 
various censoring intensities. 
We used sample sizes of 100 in all four studies. To further e.xamine the sample size effect on the bias 
of the .A.QMLE. we simulated values of the .\QMLE for additional sample sizes of n = 25.50.1000.5000. 
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The number of simulated samples was set at 1000 for the assessment of the Q.MLE and 100 for the 
computationally more involved MLE and AQiVILE. The choice was heavily influenced by the required 
amount of computation and was similar to [10], where 50 simulated samples with n = 100 were examined. 
Iterative procedure did not converge for some simulated samples and the reported results are based 
on fewer than m = 100 simulated samples for the settings # 14, 18, 26 in Table .5 (m = 99), and # 1 
(m = 99) and ^ 2 (m = 98) in Table 8. 
The simulation results are summarized with respect to the following properties of the estimators: 
(estimated) bias 
= (31) 
m ' j=i 
(estimated) standard deviation 
V m — I 
(32) y lit  
(estimated) MSE 
M S E ( E i )  =  ( B ( E i ) ) -  + (5(F.))-. i = 1,2 (33) 
(estimated) correlation between estimates, computed from the asymptotic covariance matrix estimate 
c o r ^ v i E u  E n )  =  m (34) 
Here, .41'' is the negative inverse matri.x of the second partial derivatives of the loglikelihood for the 
MLE. For the QMLE, we looked at both the quasilikelihood based AV^ = —and the "sand­
w i c h "  e s t i m a t o r  A V c  =  n ~ ' C n .  
To investigate, what effect misspecification of the model might have on estimates of the standard 
errors of /i and &, we computed also the mean 
1 
V a r / ^ v ( E i )  = — ^  A V m .  (3.5) 
6 Simulations results 
6.1 QMLE 
Table 1 shows simulated approximation to the biases and standard errors of the QMLE estimators 
of the /< and a parameters in the lognormal part of the lognormal-normal convolution. For each of 
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the listed settings, the biases and standard errors are computed from 1000 simulated samples of 100 
observations from the lognormal-normal model. These results seem to confirm an intuitive idea that 
increased censoring provides an ad hoc technique for bias reduction, suggested by the fact that the left 
censoring acts as a crude tool for bounding influence function from below. The effect of censoring is 
quite complex, however. It is not related to the censoring intensity only, but depends to a large e.xtent 
on censoring level c and its magnitude, relative to the true parameter values. For each setting, the 
magnitudes of the absolute biases tend to decrease for both fi and a as the censoring level was increased 
from c = 0.1 toc = 3. This occurs because the lognormal quasilikelihood depends on the data through 
their logarithm and is consequently more sensitive to perturbations in small observations caused by 
random measurement errors than to perturbations in larger observations. Hence, greater left censoring 
tends to reduce the sensitivity of the quasilikelihood to region of the data where the discrepancies 
between the correct likelihood and the quasilikelihood are most pronounced. 
Similarly, absolute biases and standard deviations of both /i and & tend to be smaller for larger 
values of for which smaller observations are less likely to occur. The quality of both ft and & is 
particularly dubious for situations where cr is large and n is small relative to the standard deviation 
of the measurement errors. Since the pattern for bias magnitude and variability of the estimators is 
similar, the .VISE follows same pattern as well. 
.\n interrelation between /i and & is also evident in the simulation results presented in the Table 1. 
When the bias for fi is more extreme in a negative direction, the bias for & tends to be more extreme in a 
positive direction and vice versa. This might be partly attributed to the censoring presence, which tends 
to introduce negative correlation between the lognormal parameter estimates even when the lognormal 
model is correct. The situation seems to be more complicated in the presence of measurement error, 
however. 
Lower censoring levels tend to result in negative bias for /i and positive bias for <r. When both /i and a 
are small and the censoring level is low, & tends to be larger than <r to account for the increased variability 
in the observations caused by the random measurement errors, and. consequently, /i tends to be smaller 
than /i to maintain suitably large probabilities of obtaining smaller observations. For larger censoring 
levels, the quasilikelihood is much less influenced by the distribution of the smaller observations and 
it tends to overestimate jj. to account for the e.xcess of moderate observations generated by effects of 
random measurement errors. This results in corresponding underestimation of a to maintain suitably 
small probabilities of large observations. This pattern is less pronounced as both ^ and a become large 
relative to cr,v-
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Another issue of practical concern in the routine use of the QMLE that simply ignores the existence 
of the measurement error, is the biased estimation of standard deviations when square roots of diagonal 
elements of the biased AV^ estimator based on (14) are used instead of the corresponding quantities of 
of the consistent "sandwich" estimator AVc, based on (15). This is examined in Table 2 by presenting 
ratios where the average of 1000 values of either the AVa or AVc estimate of a standard deviation is 
divided by the standard deviation of the parameter estimates computed across 1000 simulations. The 
ratios are consistently close to one for the standard deviation estimate of both /i and & provided by 
the sandwich estimator. The AVa, estimates are surprisingly good for the standard deviation of 
but AVa estimates of standard errors for & tend to be too small for the lower level of censoring and 
these estimates tend to be worse for smaller values of cr in that situation. Preference for AVc seems to 
be clear, especially when considering that it is not much more difficult to compute. Moreover, in the 
simulations, the variance of the diagonal components of A^Vc was similar to the corresponding quantity 
in AVa-
The last two columns of Table 2 indicate that the AV'a  estimator also underestimates the level of 
negative correlation between /i and & in the presence of random measurement error when the censoring 
level is low. The negative correlations provided by the sandwich estimator cor^v/^(/i,tr), are in line 
with the behavior of the MLE's for the corresponding settings. 
Table 1 summarizes coverage properties of 95% confidence intervals for ji and a, based on limit­
ing normality and the inconsistent but popular estimator (14). Counts of the two possible types of 
non-coverage, when the confidence interval was completely above or completely below the true value, 
respectively, are displayed separately in the table. Coverage rates are reasonably close to the nominal 
level for the larger values of fi, and they deteriorate more rapidly as decreases for the lower level of 
censoring. The decrease in coverage is more pronounced for smaller values of <t. The imbalance between 
counts of confidence intervals totally below or totally above the correct value is connected with negative 
or positive values of bias for QMLE parameter estimates. 
These results show that the common practice of simply ignoring the presence of measurement error 
and using the QMLE based on a lognormal model can lead to substantial bias in estimates of fi and cr. 
especially when and the level of censoring are relatively small. The QMLE tends to underestimate 
/J and overestimate cr. The .AV'A can also severely underestimate the variability in & and the size of 
the negative correlation between fi and &. Altogether, this results in confidence intervals with poor 
coverage rates and unreliable inferences about /i and tr. especially in situations where either the level 




Table 3 presents simulated estimates of bias and Table 4 presents simulated estimates of standard 
deviations for the two methods we examined for evaluating the MLE for the lognormal-normal model. 
The results for each setting were obtained from 100 simulated samples with 100 observations in each 
sample. Estimates obtained by numerical integration are denoted by fiMiE.i and &MLE,i and estimates 
obtained from the discretization of the random error distribution are denoted by fiMLE.d and ff\iLE.d-
The N.A. symbols in the tables indicate that the procedure did not converge for at least one of the 100 
simulated samples at that setting. In this study, the two methods were applied to independent sets of 
simulated samples. 
The results in Table 3 and Table 4 show that the two methods for evaluating the MLE for the 
lognormal-normal model are in reasonable agreement. The discretization approach tends to provide 
estimates with smaller bias magnitude and slightly larger standard deviations than those obtained from 
numerical integration, at least for low levels of censoring. The stability of the numerical integration 
approach seems to deteriorate sooner, however, as the censoring intensity increases. The numerical 
integration approach exhibits substantially larger bias and standard deviations for settings with the 
highest censoring intensity in Tables 3 and 4. The setting with = 0.81, <7 = 1.928 and the higher level of 
censoring is especially notable. The heavy left censoring can result in relatively flat likelihood functions 
as information about the shape of the left part of the distribution is lost. Several of the simulated 
samples at this setting provided quite large estimates of // with corresponding small estimates of a. 
This greatly inflated the simulated estimates of bias and standard deviation values. The discretization 
approach is not as severely affected by higher levels of censoring. 
We also estimated the correlation between estimates of y. and a estimates from the inverse of the 
corresponding Fisher information matri.x. .\verages across simulations were in a very good agreement 
between the two methods. The average was negative for all settings explored, as e.xpected from the 
effect of censoring. The values ranged from -0.03 to -0.059 for the integration approach. .\s expected, 
the magnitude increased as the censoring intensity became more extreme. 
Similar to the behavior of the lognormal QMLE, the bias, standard deviation, and MSE of the MLE 
for and a all tend to be relatively large when n is small and tr is large. Numerical problems tend to 
be more prevalent in this region of the parameter space as well. This is not surprising, considering that 
large cr with substantial variability in the data represents a difficult case for estimation, especially when 
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H is small and the underlying lognormal distribution becomes rather spiky. Similarly, [10] experienced 
numerical difficulties when estimating parameters in a similar model with n small. 
The performance of the discretization approach is encouraging. Implementation is simple and no 
access to numerical integration routines is required. Even though the greatest advantage in execution 
lime is to be expected when ax is small, it was faster than the integration approach in the simulations 
where the erx was set to 1. 
Since the discretization approach approximates the correct convolution distribution with a finite 
mixture of lognormal distributions, it can be viewed as a refinement to the lognormal quasilikelihood. 
The lognormal quasilikelihood is the special case corresponding to k = 0, where probability po,o = 1 
is assigned to = 0. Comparing results for the QMLE from Table I to the results in Tables 3 and 
4, we note that the refinement to the quasilikelihood obtained by allowing k to increase in an adaptive 
manner provides substantial improvement in both the bias and standard error of estimates for both n 
and (T. 
6.3 Relative performance of the AQMLE 
We now consider the properties of the AQMLE obtained by making an adjustment to eliminate 
the cisymptotic bias of the lognormal QMLE. Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 compare the performance of the 
.\QMLE with other estimators in terms of bias, variability, and MSE. Since approximations to the 
MLE provided by numerical integration and discretization were in a reasonably good agreement, we 
only display results for the former method in the tables. The results for the QMLE and AQMLE were 
obtained from the same set of 100 simulated samples, while the MLE was computed from a different, 
independent set of simulated samples. Each simulated sample contained exactly 100 observations. 
Relative to the QMLE, the AQMLE provided the most reliable reduction in bias for settings with 
low levels of left censoring. The reduction in bias was typically larger for the estimate of cr than for the 
estimate of /i. This is a desirable feature since it effectively tends to level the properties of and 
compared to the QMLE , which usually yields larger bias for /x than for &. 
The adjustment became unreliable, increasing the bias of the estimate of /i, in the settings with small 
values of ^ and higher levels of censoring, especially when a was relatively large. These are settings 
in which all of the estimation procedures perform least well. The performance of the .\QMLE in such 
situations is influenced by particularly poor behavior of the QMLE which exhibits large variability and 
a skewed distributions in such cases, particularly for a. 
.\lthough the standard deviations of the .AQ.MLE estimates tend to be slightly larger than the 
standard deviations for the corresponding QMLE estimates, the AQMLE tends to provide smaller MSE 
for estimates of both and <r at low levels of left censoring. This improvement was not sustained when 
left censoring became more severe. 
The reason for such behavior is illustrated in figures 1 and 2, where selected contours of Hi{..92) 
(solid lines) and (dotted lines) are plotted for ax = 1. The contours were obtained from 
evaluations of the functions on a regular 5x5 grid. Figure 1 shows the plots for 0'^ = 1) and c = I. 
corresponding to a lower censoring level situation where adjustment to (/i,o")' = (1,1) is sought. It is 
not surprising, that the contours are very well behaved, considering the relationship of the H mapping 
to the e.xpected (log)normai score. Since the contours exhibit no severe curvature, the Powel, [20] 
method that uses local linear approximations of Hi and H2 should converge quickly with few numerical 
difficulties. Using the value (1,1) as the starting point, denoted by .•V in Figure 1, values provided by 
subsequent iterations were (1.0356,0.9245),(1.0339,0.9249). The final solution, denoted by B in the 
figure, was (1.0339.0.9248). Convergence was equally fast in other settings where the true parameter 
values and censoring level were not too e.xtreme. A good distinction between the influence of the 
parameters is related also to the fact that Hi, Hn contour lines are almost perpendicular to each other, 
and to the parameter axes. On the other hand. Figure 2 shows the plots for = (1-3, 1.3) and c = 3. 
illustrating the deteriorating effect of large censoring upon the .A.QMLE. It roughly depicts the situation 
when an adjustment is sought to the QMLE obtained under the setting in the row 21 of Table 5. This 
setting represents a case where the AQMLE showed poor statistical properties in terms of both bias 
and variability. Compared to Figure 1, the picture changed quite dramatically. The surfaces are much 
flatter and their contour lines meet at small angle, causing the intersection of the zero contours to be 
much worse conditioned, which relates directly to both variability and bias problems in the .\QMLE 
estimation. These difficulties add to the problems the adjustment procedure faces through the poor 
behavior of the QMLE induced by the quasilikelihood flatness. Bias for in this case is also related 
to the fact that the Hi contours are not perpendicular to the fx. 
The .\QMLE does not match the performance of the MLE with respect to either bias or standard 
deviation of the estimates of both p and a. Such finite sample comparison is not surprising and 
matches what is e.xpected from asymptotic optimality of the MLE. Nevertheless, the AQMLE can be a 
valuable alternative when evaluation of the MLE is computationally prohibitive. Moreover, as long as 
the variance of the normal error is known, or a consistent estimator is available, the .AQMLE can be 
used for adjustment of archived QMLE estimates even if the original data are not available and hence 
the MLE is no longer an option. 
Results in Table 8 illustrate how the bias and standard deviations of the AQMLE and QMLE 
estinnators change as sample size increases. The AQMLE provides a substantial improvement in bias 
for larger sample sizes while maintaining about the same standard deviations as the QMLE. This 
illustrates the consistency of the AQMLE and the asymptotic bias of the QMLE. Even though the 
-AQMLE derivation and motivation is asymptotic in nature, its behavior in simulations for relatively 
moderate sample sizes is rather encouraging. 
7 Summary and discussion 
The behavior of the estimators investigated in the simulation study depended on both the true 
parameter values and the level of censoring. Generally, statistical properties deteriorated and numerical 
difficulties increased as n decreased and cr increased. 
The Q.MLE was often quite seriously biased, leading to large MSE values. These findings have sub­
stantial practical implication with respect to the current practice of ignoring presence of measurement 
error and using lognormal QMLE to make inferences about the distribution of the quantity of interest 
across samples. Neglecting measurement error causes problems not only with parameter estimation, 
but also with the estimation of their standard errors. 
The MLE showed superior properties in the simulations, in a good agreement with asymptotic 
optimality it possesses. The .AQMLE provides a reasonable alternative when evaluation of the .MLE is 
not feasible. While the MLE needs to repeat the evaluation of several integrals for each observation in 
the dataset in order to obtain the loglilcelihood and its derivatives, the AQMLE summarizes the data 
through an easy to obtain QMLE. Numerical integration is needed in the adjustment phase, which is 
independent of the sample size. This way the AQMLE can achieve rather substantial computational 
simplification, especially for larger sample sizes. 
The adjustment works better for lower levels of censoring, where the quality of the QMLE tends 
to be poor. From this standpoint, the AQMLE suggests itself as an alternative to the practice of bias 
removal through excessive artificial left censoring. 
The .AQ.MLE showed rather satisfactory behavior in the simulations. In an agreement with the 
asymptotic arguments leading to its construction, it tended to remove the bias of the QMLE, without 
substantially increasing variance. The AQMLE also tends to regard estimation of both parameters 
more evenly, in contrast with the QMLE which has substantially larger bias in a than in 
•Another advantage of the .\Q.MLE. is that it requires only the error variance ax- not the original 
data, once the Q.MLE is available. Published papers, reports and monitoring databases commonly 
0 1  
provide information about crx-  Hence, QMLE's based on the lognormal distribution can be quite easily 
adjusted for the presence of measurement error to obtain an AQMLE even if the original data are 
not accessible. Such adjustments should certainly be applied when comparing QMLE's obtained from 
measurement procedures with different error properties - e.g. different precision, or even different types 
of measurement error distributions. 
It is a convenient feature of the adjustment technique, that it is performed in a very similar way for 
various error distributions. Different measurement error properties require only different error density 
forms to be supplied, allowing for unified software development. 
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Table 1 QMLE, sinmlalioii results for sample size « = 100 
(•ci\soring true & 
level intensity parameters 95% CI 95% CI 
# c % (T « ( / ' )  « ( / ' )  MSEyi) above below U(a] S((7) MSE{&) above below 
1 0.01 1 1.81 0.96'! -0.0983 0.1284 0.0262 11 79 0.3183 0.2110 0.1458 267 8 
2 0.10 '1 0.81 0.482 -0.1821 0.1000 0.0432 1 431 0.4869 0.1225 0.2521 997 0 
:J 0.10 0 1.81 0.482 -0.0269 0.0577 0.0041 13 53 0.0793 0.0717 0.0114 187 3 
4 0.10 0 2.81 0.482 -0.0037 0.0495 0.0025 33 36 0.0045 0.0357 0.0013 22 37 
f) 0.10 y 0.81 0.y64 -0.1963 0.1517 0.0615 1 228 0.4398 0.1395 0.2128 913 0 
() 0.10 2 1.81 0.964 -0.0647 0.1205 0.0187 11 79 0.1704 0.1268 0.0451 216 4 
7 0.10 0 2.81 0.964 -0.0138 0.0972 0.0096 11 27 0.0307 0.0896 0.0090 29 39 
8 0.10 M 0.81 1.928 -0.1173 0.2276 0.0650 11 51 0.2776 0.2002 0.1171 267 2 
!) 0.10 7 1,81 1.928 -0.0894 0.2134 0.0535 13 55 0.2041 0.1858 0.0762 166 7 
10 0.10 3 2.81 1.928 -0.0552 0.2136 0.0487 21 47 0,1165 0.1721 0.0432 56 10 
11 1.00 6 1.81 0.964 -0.0155 0.0985 0.0099 13 30 0.0399 0.0781 0.0077 48 17 
12 a.00 66 0.81 0.482 0.0904 0.0802 0.0146 313 0 -0.0020 0.0676 0.0046 11 81 
i;< ;{.oo 10 1.81 0.482 -0.0085 0.0524 0.0028 19 34 0.0246 0.0391 0.0021 63 7 
M 3.00 0 2.81 0.482 -0.0017 0.0495 0.0025 23 27 0.0047 0.0357 0.0013 20 39 
15 3.00 59 0.81 0.964 0.0717 0.1257 0.0209 117 1 -0,0440 0,1252 0.0176 4 133 
16 3.00 23 1.81 0.964 0.0079 0.1015 0.0104 33 24 -0.0074 0,0808 0.0066 11 62 
17 3.00 '1 2.81 0.964 -0.0058 0.0990 0.0098 27 32 0,0010 0,0737 0.0054 17 44 
18 3.00 55 0.81 1.928 0.0783 0.2452 0.0662 91 3 -0.0711 0,2289 0.0575 6 113 
ly 3.00 35 1.81 1.928 0.0274 0.2030 0.0419 34 15 -0.0336 0,1857 0.0356 10 80 
2(1 3.00 18 2.81 1.928 -0.0006 0.1977 0.0391 28 28 -0.0252 0.1581 0.0256 11 63 
'I'iible ' 1  Kstiiiintcs of slandarci deviations and correlations for tlie QMLli 
Censoring true standard deviation correlation 
level parameters ratio 
s { a \  
estimates 
c  /' (T 5((i) C O r A y ^ ( 0 „ )  C O V A \  '.(On) 
0.01 1.81 0.964 1.01 1.02 0.44 0.97 0.00 -0.56 
0.10 0.81 0.482 0.98 1.00 0.59 1.00 -0.02 -0.76 
O.IO 1.81 0.482 0.98 0.98 0.56 0.93 0.00 -0.33 
0.10 2.81 0.482 0.99 0.99 0.97 1.00 0.00 -0.06 
0.10 0.81 0.9C4 0.94 0.97 0.78 1.02 -0.04 -0,67 
0.10 1.81 0.964 0.9r) 0.95 0.65 0.98 -0.01 -0,43 
0.10 2.81 0.964 1.03 1.03 0.79 0.98 0,00 -0,12 
0.10 0.81 1.928 0.99 1.02 0.89 0.96 -0.08 -0,43 
0.10 1.81 1.928 1.01 1.02 0.87 1.00 -0,03 -0,33 
0.10 2.81 1.928 0.96 0.97 0.87 1.03 -0.01 -0.24 
1.00 1.81 0.964 1.03 1.03 0.96 0.99 -0.03 -0.18 
:}.oo 0.81 0.482 0.99 0,98 1.03 0.93 -0.65 -0.65 
3.00 1.81 0.482 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.99 -0.05 -0.17 
3.00 2.81 0.482 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.00 -0.04 
3.00 0.81 0.964 1.05 1.04 0.94 0.92 -0.56 -0.56 
3.00 1.81 0.964 0.99 0.99 1.02 1.00 -0.15 -0.17 
3.00 2.81 0.964 0.98 0.98 0.96 0.96 -0.02 -0.05 
3.00 0.81 1.928 1.01 1.00 0.97 0.95 -0.50 -0.49 
3.00 1.81 1.928 1.03 1.03 0.98 0.97 -0.26 -0.26 
3.00 2.81 1.928 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 -O.II -0.12 
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Table 3 MLE bias 
censoring true <r 
level intensity parameters 
# c  % a  BI& M L E . i )  B ( ^ M L E , d )  
1 0.1 9 0.81 0.964 -0.0102 -0.0136 -0.0138 -0.0069 
2 0.1 14 0.81 1.928 0.1067 NA -0.0910 NA 
3 0.1 2 1.31 0.6025 0.0115 -0.0043 -0.0081 0.0041 
4 0.1 7 1.31 1.3255 0.0158 -0.0147 -0.0188 -0.0078 
•5 0.1 0 1.81 0.482 0.0054 -0.0017 -0.0049 -0.0010 
6 0.1 2 1.81 0.964 -0.0011 0.0180 -0.0168 -0.0076 
7 0.1 7 1.81 1.928 0.0702 0.0202 -0.0597 -0.0174 
8 0.1 0 2.31 0.6025 -0.0002 0.0050 -0.0032 -0.0058 
9 0.1 2 2.31 1.3255 0.0224 -0.0055 -0.0115 0.0069 
10 0.1 0 2.81 0.482 -0.0040 0.0026 -0.0029 -0.0006 
11 0.1 0 2.81 0.964 0.0159 0.0099 -0.0080 -0.0003 
12 0.1 3 2.81 1.928 NA 0.0052 NA 0.0060 
13 1 6 1.81 0.964 0.0164 NA -0.0088 NA 
14 1 0 2.81 0.482 0.0081 0.0080 -0.0043 -0.0040 
15 3 59 0.81 0.964 0.0217 NA -0.0309 NA 
16 3 55 0.81 1.928 0.2405 -0.0070 -0.1249 0.0044 
17 3 36 1.31 0.6025 0.0096 -0.0045 -0.0060 -0.0030 
18 3 42 1.31 1.3255 0.0691 -0.0020 -0.0336 -0.0111 
19 3 10 1.81 0.482 -0.0034 -0.0072 0.0035 -0.0049 
20 3 23 1.81 0.964 0.0761 0.0167 -0.0491 -0.009 
21 3 35 1.81 1.928 -0.0175 -0.0092 -0.0213 -0.0270 
22 3 3 2.31 0.6025 0.0034 -0.0017 -0.0007 -0.0025 
23 3 18 2.31 1.3255 -0.0090 -0.0090 -0.0169 -0.0168 
24 3 0 2.81 0.482 0.0081 0.0087 -0.0044 -0.0036 
25 3 4 2.81 0.964 0.0043 -0.0128 0.0005 0.0033 
26 3 18 2.81 1.928 NA -0.0117 NA -0.0011 
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Table 4 MLE standard deviation 
Censoring True <T 
level parameters 
c Z' tr s {^MLE,d)  s [crMi .E , i )  s {^MLE,d)  
0.1 0.81 0.964 0.1308 0.1323 0.0918 0.0933 
0.1 0.81 1.928 0.2069 N'A 0.1862 NA 
0.1 1.31 0.6025 0.0673 0.0731 0.0538 0.0538 
0.1 1.31 1.3255 0.1430 0.1601 0.1129 0.1176 
0.1 1.81 0.482 0.0516 0.0503 0.0356 0.0422 
0.1 1.81 0.964 0.0983 0.0976 0.0810 0.0718 
0.1 1.81 1.928 0.1870 0.2032 0.1454 0.1577 
0.1 2.31 0.6025 0.0610 0.0632 0.0486 0.0433 
O.l 2.31 1.3255 0.1313 0.1408 0.0925 0.1036 
0.1 2.81 0.482 0.0484 0.0441 0.0351 0.0354 
0.1 2.81 0.964 0.0939 0.1020 0.0631 0.0759 
0.1 2.81 1.928 N'A 0.1805 NA 0.1545 
1 1.81 0.964 0.0977 NA 0.0730 NA 
I 2.81 0.482 0.0472 0.0473 0.0324 0.0325 
3 0.81 0.964 0.2040 NA 0.1549 NA 
3 0.81 1.928 0.6567 0.2674 0.3795 0.2344 
3 1.31 0.6025 0.0702 0.0837 0.0603 0.0672 
3 1.31 1.3255 0.2435 0.1584 0.1715 0.1391 
3 1.81 0.482 0.0546 0.0511 0.0393 0.0409 
3 1.81 0.964 0.1743 0.0993 0.1246 0.0794 
3 1.81 1.928 0.2260 0.2140 0.1863 0.2056 
3 2.31 0.6025 0.0560 0.0601 0.0474 0.0482 
3 2.31 1.3255 0.1506 0.1507 0.1065 0.1066 
3 2.81 0.482 0.0472 0.0470 0.0321 0.0324 
3 2.81 0.964 0.0893 0.1098 0.0728 0.0736 
3 2.81 1.928 NA 0.2042 NA 0.1636 
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Table 5 Bias comparisons 
Cens. True (7 
parameters 
# c % (T S(Ai) B{&) 
I O.l 4 0.81 0.482 NA -0.0091 -0.1814 NA -0.0045 0.4750 
2 0.1 9 0.81 0.964 -0.0102 -0.1682 -0.1931 -0.0138 0.2031 0.4454 
3 0.1 14 0.81 1.928 0.1067 NA NA -0.0910 NA NA 
4 0.1 2 1.31 0.6025 0.0115 -0.0286 -0.0996 -0.0081 0.0523 0.2704 
5 0.1 7 1.31 1.3255 0.0158 -0.2087 -0.1426 -0.0188 0.2476 0.3004 
6 0.1 0 1.81 0.482 0.0054 -0.0216 -0.0424 -0.0049 0.0141 0.0837 
7 0.1 2 1.81 0.964 -0.0011 -0.0048 -0.0549 -0.0168 0.0330 0.1832 
8 0.1 7 1.81 1.928 0.0702 NA NA -0.0597 NA NA 
9 0.1 0 2.31 0.6025 -0.0002 0.0015 -0.0080 -0.0032 0.0016 0.0315 
10 0.1 2 2.31 1.3255 0.0224 -0.0162 -0.0533 -0.0115 0.0894 0.1409 
11 0.1 0 2.81 0.482 -0.0040 0.0053 0.0024 -0.0029 -0.0020 0.0071 
12 0.1 0 2.81 0.964 0.0159 0.0040 -0.0087 -0.008 -0.0112 0.0254 
13 0.1 0 3.31 0.6025 NA -0.0116 -0.0130 NA 0.0047 0.0089 
14 0.1 1 3.31 1.3255 NA 0.0802 -0.0104 NA 0.0278 0.0336 
15 1 16 1.81 0.482 NA 0.0134 -0.0151 NA -0.0309 0.0447 
16 1 6 1.81 0.964 0.0164 0.0238 0.0024 -0.0088 -0.0149 0.0377 
17 1 0 2.81 0.482 0.0081 0.0121 .00930 -0.0043 0.0009 0.0097 
18 3 59 0.81 0.964 0.0217 0.0544 0.0602 -0.0309 -0.0136 -0.0259 
19 3 55 0.81 1.928 0.2405 NA NA -0.1249 NA NA 
20 3 36 1.31 0.6025 0.0096 0.1443 0.0208 -0.0060 -0.0987 -0.0059 
21 3 42 1.31 1.3255 0.0691 -0.2070 0.0366 -0.0336 0.0858 -0.0340 
22 3 10 1.81 0.482 -0.0034 0.0639 -0.0027 0.0035 -0.0570 0.0251 
23 3 23 1.81 0.964 0.0761 0.0259 0.0200 -0.0491 -0.0209 -0.0132 
24 3 35 1.81 1.928 -0.0175 NA NA -0.0213 NA NA 
25 3 3 2.31 0.6025 0.0034 0.0273 -0.0006 -0.0007 -0.0330 0.0067 
26 3 18 2.31 1.3255 -0.0090 -0.0827 0.0269 -0.0169 0.0724 -0.0155 
27 3 0 2.81 0.482 0.0081 -0.0005 -0.0051 -0.0044 -0.0027 0.0089 
28 3 4 2.81 0.964 0.0043 0.0093 0.0014 0.0005 -0.0089 -0.0024 
29 3 0 3.81 0.482 NA -0.0074 -0.0078 NA -0.0099 -0.0087 
30 3 0 3.81 0.964 NA 0.0131 -0.0088 NA -0.0025 -0.0209 
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Table 6 Standard error comparisons 
Censoring True a 
level parameters 
c a s(/i) s{o-MLE,i) S(O'a) s{&) 
OA 0.81 0.482 NA 0.1049 0.1145 NA 0.1620 0.1385 
0.1 0.81 0.964 0.1308 0.2208 0.1552 0.0918 0.2037 0.1289 
0.1 0.81 1.928 0.2069 NA NA 0.1862 NA NA 
O.l 1.31 0.6025 0.0673 0.0804 0.0965 0.0538 0.1003 0.14 
O.l 1.31 1.3255 0.1430 0.2395 0.1746 0.1129 0.2492 0.1649 
0.1 1.81 0.482 0.0516 0.0516 0.0529 0.0356 0.0696 0.0715 
0.1 1.81 0.964 0.0983 0.1058 0.1086 0.0810 0.1304 0.1272 
0.1 1.81 1.928 0.1870 NA NA 0.1454 NA NA 
0.1 2.31 0.6025 0.0610 0.0602 0.0613 0.0486 0.0613 0.0640 
0.1 2.31 1.3255 0.1313 0.1392 0.1312 0.0925 0.1713 0.1387 
O.l 2.81 0.482 0.0484 0.0470 0.0473 0.0351 0.0325 0.0330 
O.l 2.81 0.964 0.0939 0.0946 0.0966 0.0631 0.0809 0.0874 
O.l 3.31 0.6025 NA 0.0732 0.0734 NA 0.0400 0.0404 
0.1 3.31 1.3255 NA 0.1624 0.1352 NA 0.1231 0.1155 
I 1.81 0.482 NA 0.0514 0.0553 NA 0.0440 0.0480 
I 1.81 0.964 0.0977 0.1076 0.1066 0.0730 0.0876 0.0770 
I 2.81 0.482 0.0472 0.0503 0.0506 0.0324 0.0365 0.0368 
3 0.81 0.964 0.2040 0.2155 0.1336 0.1549 0.1695 0.1332 
3 0.81 1.928 0.6567 NA NA 0.3795 NA NA 
3 1.31 0.6025 0.0702 0.0722 0.0729 0.0603 0.0746 0.0585 
3 1.31 1.3255 0.2435 0.2504 0.1497 0.1715 0.2042 0.1381 
3 1.81 0.482 0.0546 0.0394 0.0456 0.0393 0.0434 0.0407 
3 1.81 0.964 0.1743 0.1013 0.0927 0.1246 0.0961 0.0771 
3 1.81 1.928 0.2260 NA NA 0.1863 NA NA 
3 2.31 0.6025 0.0560 0.0558 0.0597 0.0474 0.0517 0.0523 
3 2.31 1.3255 0.1.506 0.1572 0.11.55 0.1065 0.1579 0.1072 
3 2.81 0.482 0.0472 0.0409 0.0414 0.0321 0.0345 0.0357 
3 2.81 0.964 0.0893 0.1022 0.0885 0.0728 0.0713 0.0736 
3 3.81 0.482 NA 0.0492 0.0493 NA 0.0304 0.0304 
3 3.81 0.964 NA 0.1085 0.0854 NA 0.0656 0.0730 
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Table 7 MSE comparisons 
Censoring True a  
level parameters 
c M <7 MA A (TMLE. i  & 
0.1 0.81 0.482 NA 0.0111 0.0460 NA 0.0263 0.2449 
0.1 0.81 0.964 0.0172 0.0771 0.0614 0.0086 0.0827 0.2150 
0.1 0.81 1.928 0.0542 NA NA 0.0430 NA NA 
0.1 1.31 0.6025 0.0047 0.0073 0.0192 0.0030 0.0128 0.0927 
0.1 1.31 1.3255 0.0207 0.1009 0.0508 0.0131 0.1234 0.1174 
0.1 1.81 0.482 0.0027 0.0031 0.0046 0.0013 0.0050 0.0121 
0.1 1.81 0.964 0.0097 0.0112 0.0148 0.0068 0.0181 0.0497 
0.1 1.81 1.928 0.0399 NA NA 0.0247 NA NA 
0.1 2.31 0.6025 0.0037 0.0036 0.0038 0.0024 0.0038 0.0051 
0.1 2.31 1.3255 0.0177 0.0196 0.0201 0.0087 0.0374 0.0391 
0.1 2.81 0.482 0.0024 0.0022 0.0022 0.0012 0.0011 0.0011 
0.1 2.81 0.964 0.0091 0.009 0.0094 0.0041 0.0067 0.0083 
0.1 3.31 0.6025 NA 0.0055 0.0056 NA 0.0016 0.0017 
0.1 3.31 1.3255 NA 0.0328 0.0184 NA 0.0159 0.0145 
1 1.81 0.482 NA 0.0028 0.0033 NA 0.0029 0.0043 
1 1.81 0.964 0.0098 0.0121 0.0114 0.0054 0.0079 0.0073 
1 2.81 0.482 0.0023 0.0027 0.0026 0.0011 0.0013 0.0015 
3 0.81 0.964 0.0421 0.0494 0.0215 0.0249 0.0289 0.0184 
3 0.81 1.928 0.4891 NA NA 0.1596 NA NA 
3 1.31 0.6025 0.0050 0.0260 0.0057 0.0037 0.0153 0.0035 
3 1.31 1.3255 0.0640 0.1055 0.0238 0.0305 0.0490 0.0202 
3 1.81 0.482 0.0030 0.0056 0.0021 0.0016 0.0051 0.0023 
3 1.81 0.964 0.0362 0.0109 0.0090 0.0179 0.0097 0.0061 
3 1.81 1.928 0.0514 NA NA 0.0352 NA NA 
3 2.31 0.6025 0.0031 0.0039 0.0036 0.0022 0.0037 0.0028 
3 2.31 1.3255 0.0228 0.0315 0.0141 0.0116 0.0302 0.0117 
3 2.81 0.482 0.0023 0.0017 0.0017 0.0010 0.0012 0.0014 
3 2.81 0.964 0.0080 0.0105 0.0078 0.0053 0.0052 0.0054 
3 3.81 0.482 NA 0.0025 0.0025 NA 0.0010 0.0010 
3 3.81 0.964 NA 0.0120 0.0074 NA 0.0043 0.0058 
Table 8 Eirect, of sample size on AQMI.E and QMLE 
Cetisoriiig 'IViie biati standard deviation 
level parameters 
# c a 11 «(/M) B[it) B[&) 4fh\) «(/') S(O"A) 4&) 
1 0.1 1.81 0.964 25 0.0412 -0.0049 -0.0382 0.0886 0.2089 0.2141 0.2821 0.2690 
•2 O.l 1.81 0.964 50 -0.0216 -0.0704 0.0266 0.1711 0.1485 0.1490 0.1960 0.1859 
3 0.1 1.81 0.964 100 -0.0048 -0.0549 0.0330 0.1832 0.1058 0.1086 0.1304 0.1272 
4 0.1 1.81 0.964 1000 -0.0096 -0.0637 0.0215 0.1788 0.0363 0.0382 0.0358 0.0364 
5 O.l 1.81 0.964 5000 -0.0108 -0.0593 0.0229 0.1779 0.0180 0.0153 0.0162 0.0166 
6 1 1.81 0.964 100 0.0238 0.0024 -0.0149 0.0377 0.1076 0.1066 0.0876 0.0770 
7 I 1.81 0.964 5000 0.0065 -0.0159 -0.0072 0.0430 0.0 ICO 0.0590 0.0121 O.OIll 
8 1.81 0.964 100 0.0259 0.0200 -0.0209 -0.0132 0.1013 0.0927 0.0961 0.0771 










0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 
mu 
I'igiire 2 ('oiiloiins of /7,(., (1.3, 1.3)'), i — 1, 2 for c = 3 
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The thesis consists of two papers about parameter estimation in a situation when the maximum 
likelihood estimation in a model Z is not feasible for computational or other reasons and an incorrect 
likelihood, obtained from an approximate model y is maximized instead. Recognition of possible 
problems connected to the use of the resulting quasi maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE) forms a 
starting point of our developments. In response to the inconsistency introduced by asymptotic bias of 
the QMLE, we derive an asymptotic bias adjusting procedure, yielding a new estimator, which we call 
an adjusted maximum likelihood estimator (AQMLE). 
Under some regularity conditions related to smoothness, the approach has an advantage of producing 
a consistent asymptotically normal estimator. The fact that the AQMLE is a two-step procedure, 
summarizing data through the QMLE in the first step and removing its bias in the second step, is useful 
from two practical points of view. First, the adjustment phase is not influenced by the sample size, so 
that the .\QMLE might bring substantial computational simplifications, compared to the .VILE when 
the correct likelihood is difficult to evaluate and the quasilikelihood is easy to evaluate. The .\Q.\ILE 
might then be thought of as a suitable and practically feasible alternative to both the MLE and QMLE. 
Secondly, the adjustment can be performed even when the original data are not accessible. Since it is 
quite customary or even standard to use the QMLE in some fields and situations, this feature is useful 
when comparing archived or previously published results obtained through measurement procedures 
with different measurement error properties. 
Because the AQMLE derivation is based on asymptotic arguments, it is of interest how it behaves in 
a practical situation for a finite sample size. In the second paper, we investigated such behavior through 
a simulation study. The study compared the performance of the AQMLE, MLE, and QMLE methods 
as used for estimation of the lognormal parameters in a lognormal-normal, left censored convolution. 
This model arises in a situation of considerable practical interest in many fields. It represents a natural 
description of results of measurements which are subject to independent error and censoring imposed 
through a detection limit application. The model also serves as an example of a case, where the .NILE is 
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computationally difficult to obtain and hence has not gained much practical popularity. The routinely 
used QMLE is inconsistent, hence a feasible alternative is desirable. 
The simulation results showed superior properties of the MLE, as expected from its asymptotic 
optimality. The QMLE showed rather instable behavior, with the performance depending on true 
parameter values. Its performance improved with increasing censoring level. On the other hand, the 
AQMLE tended to improve the properties of the QMLE for smaller level of censoring, removing bias of 
the QMLE, without increasing variance excessively, resulting in rather favorable MSE efficiency, relative 
to the QMLE. 
The .A.QMLE is extended to a pseudo-AQMLE (PAQMLE) in order to be able to treat nuisance 
parameters, whose external estimates are available. Such cin extension would be useful, for instance, 
when variance of the measurement error distribution is unknown, but an estimate is available from an 
e.xternal source. A further extension covers a more general case, when not only the variance, but also 
the distributional form of the measurement error is unknown, but information about its properties is 
provided by an independent sample. 
